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ABSTRACT
Ryan C. McDevitt
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR LONG-TERM WIND SPEED AND
INITIAL SITE ASSESSMENT FOR PURPOSES OF WIND ENERGY PRODUCTION
ESTIMATION
2009/2010
Peter Mark Jansson, Ph.D. PP PE
Master of Science in Engineering
A need exists for identification and evaluation of viable sites for wind energy. However,
this is made difficult by the site-specific nature of the wind. A review of current industry
practices shows that linear regression is the preferred method, although little work has
been done to investigate alternative approaches. To address this, various methods were
tested on 23 target sites with data measured over a long-term period. Each site was
analyzed with the chosen best reference station, across 10 data periods for each method
with results classified as mean absolute percentage error in energy density between the
projected and measured results. Of primary concern was the comparative performance of
these alternative methods to the current industry standard. The method that performed
best was multiple regression analysis (MRA), which was 0.85% better than linear
regression in absolute terms. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) artificial neural network
(ANN) also exhibited promise in dealing with some of the non-linear aspects of the data
sets, although its accuracy was found to be worse than linear regression by 0.79% in
absolute terms. The affect of seasonality was also examined, showing extreme results in
months of high and low wind speeds, but also results as close as 1.5% to the expected
result when combining these extreme months to reach the expected mean wind speed.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction
1.1 Global Climate Change
1.1.1 Variations within Earth's Climate
Climate change began as an issue to be considered, then as a scientific issue to be
studied but now has transformed into an environmental policy issue to be endlessly
debated. Recently however, it has metamorphosed past the debate into a significant risk
factor to be addressed by the community as a whole. Warming of our climatic system
has become unequivocal, with evidence gathered through observational increases in
global average air and ocean temperatures, the widespread melting of snow and ice and a
rise in the global average sea level. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) State of the Climate Report as well as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Surface Temperature Analysis both
indicate that the average temperature of the surface of the Earth has increased
approximately 0.7 to 0.8 oC since 1900. [Bernstein 2007] Observational evidence shows that a
number of natural systems have been affected through regional climate changes with the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stating that there is high confidence
that natural systems related to ice, snow and frozen ground (including permafrost) are
being affected. [Bemstein 2007] In addition, the IPCC has also expressed a high confidence
that recent warming has strongly affected terrestrial biological systems, with changes
including the earlier timing of spring events and poleward and upward shifts in ranges of
plant and animal species as well as observed changes in marine and freshwater biological
systems associated with rising water temperatures, changes in ice cover, salinity, oxygen
levels and circulation. [Bernstein 2007]
The primary driver of these climatic changes is the introduction of greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere, particularly CO2. The addition of these aerosols has changed
the composition of the atmosphere which in turn has likely influenced temperature,
precipitation, extreme weather events and sea levels. Spatial agreement between regions
of significant warming and locations of observed changes within their systems, which are
consistent with warming, are highly unlikely to be solely due to natural variability.
[Bernstein 2007] Since the beginning of the industrial revolution (around 1750), human
activities have substantially added to the volume of heat-trapping gases within the
atmosphere. [Bemstein 2007] The burning of fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas, oil and
gasoline has resulted in emissions of aerosols causing the absorption and emission of
heat, as well as reflection of light. Because of the natural variability of the climate
determining what fraction of climate change is due to this natural variability rather than
human activities is challenging. Regardless of the overall impact, scientists now know
with virtual certainty that human activities are changing the overall composition of the
Earth's atmosphere with increasing levels of greenhouse gases since pre-industrial time
being well-documented and understood. [Bernstein 2007]
The major greenhouse gases which are emitted through human activities remain
within the atmosphere for periods which range from decades to centuries. Because of
this, it is virtually certain that atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are going
to continue to rise over the next few decades. [Bernstein 2007] Those engaged in exploration,
development, transportation, conversion or use of energy - which includes nearly
everyone - must now begin to address the impact of their energy related decisions and
investments and their subsequent affect upon global climate change and vice versa.
There are many potential strategies to combat climate change including: regulation,
taxation, tradable permit programs, subsidies and voluntary agreements. At this time
however, a majority of these initiatives are voluntary with some of the larger programs in
the U.S. aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions including: state renewable portfolio
standards, Clean Energy - Environment State Partnership, Climate Leaders, ENERGY
STAR, Green Power Partnership, High GWP Gas Voluntary Programs and WasteWise
[United States EPA 2007].
1.1.2 Evidence of Climate Change
Due to potential effects of shorter term variations of the climate having a
significant influence upon the trends of the data, recent climatic and environmental
variations must be evaluated from longer-term data sources. Scientists have worked to
piece together historical records of the Earth's climate dating back many thousands of
years ago by analyzing a number of surrogate, or proxy measures of climate such as ice
cores, boreholes, tree rings, glacier lengths, pollen remains, ocean sediments and also by
studying changes within the Earth's orbit around the sun. Ice core samples are especially
important in their analysis as carefully selected, remotely located ice caps often provide
paleoenvironmental records with seasonal, annual, decadal and centennial resolutions.
These long-term data sets for global temperature, dating back over 1000 years, have
indicated a clear and consistent increase in global temperature values since the dawn of
the industrial revolution in western countries. Changing of the climate system is
unequivocal, as is now evident from these observations, and in addition to a rise in global
temperature there have also been noted increases in ocean temperatures, widespread
melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea levels. This dramatic increase in
global average temperature given through the proxy records mentioned is shown below in
Figure i.
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Figure i: Reconstruction of Historical Surface Temperature Variations [USEPX 20071
The 100-year linear trend (1906-2005) of 0.74 [0.56 to 0.92] 0C is even higher
than the previously determined trend of 0.6 [0.4 to 0.8] 0 C given only a few years earlier.
[Bernstein 2007] The average global temperature is rising at an even faster rate than
previously believed by the same scientist who warned of this danger. Present evidence
suggests that the temperatures at many, although not all, individual locations were higher
in the past 25 years than any other period of comparable length since 900 AD. [USEPA 2007]
Along the same lines, eleven of the last twelve years studied (1995 - 2006) rank among
the twelve warmest years in instrumental recorded history (since 1850). [Bernstein 2007]
Recently, many of those who were previously skeptical of human-induced global
warming have largely come to recognize the important role that human activity is playing
in climate change. More than 75% of the world's population is currently living in areas
which are being directly impacted by variations in climate; this underscores the
importance of this issue and its direct impact upon those who are forced to make the
necessary changes to combat the climate change problem. It follows that global climate
change has already begun and will almost certainly continue indefinitely. This was, in
essence, the conclusion made through a comprehensive study on climate change and its
impacts made by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. [State Senate 2008]
1.1.3 Current and Potential Effects
A variety of important scientific questions remain over how much warming will
occur, how fast it will occur and how the warming will affect the remainder of the
climate system and influence large scale ecosystem patterns. This is because the climate
and weather directly control the distribution, productivity and many other various aspects
of species, ecosystems and landscape. Many other sociological aspects will also be
affected through climate change, things such as human health, food production and global
economics. These socio-economic changes must be assessed alongside climate change
when assessing items such as the uneven global distribution of resources such as water,
food and energy. It is projected that this current uneven state of distribution will only
worsen through the impact of global climate change.
Scientific assessments of potential impacts of future climate change are completed
largely through global climate models with appropriate samples taken through space and
time-scales. Confidence in these models originates in their physical basis, along with
their ability to observe climate data and past climate changes. Models have proven
extremely important tools for both understanding and simulating climate. The most
useful ability of these models however is the quantitative estimates of future climate
change, particularly at larger scales. These sophisticated models have been used to
calculate results of values such as mean air temperature, diurnal temperature range,
precipitation total, vapor pressure, total cloud cover, wind speed, wet day frequency and
ground frost frequency. It is also important to recognize that these climate models are not
forecasts comparable to tomorrow's weather forecast but rather, they are hypothetical
examples of how the climate might change given chosen ranges of inputs and an output
of possible ranges of results.
One of the more important factors in determining the results of global climate
models is the rate of warming, as this drives the ecosystem impacts and possibly other
impacts which could include non-linear, abrupt climate changes. What the extent of
these effects are and whether they will prove harmful, will vary over region, time and
also upon the ability of societal and environmental systems to adapt or cope with these
various changes. Although the potential effects have varied in different models, all agree
that the effects of climate change will very likely impose net annual costs in all of the
aspects discussed as global temperatures increase and these changes could potentially be
abrupt and irreversible, depending upon both the rate and the magnitude of the changes.
The overall conclusion drawn from one model stated that approximately 45% of
all the world's ecosystems would be significantly changed under a doubled CO2 climate.
[Leemans 2004] More specifically, the major sectors which would be affected through climate
change would include: coastal resources, agriculture, water resources, human health,
energy, terrestrial ecosystems productivity, forestry, terrestrial biodiversity and marine
ecosystems productivity. [Hitz 2004] All analyses conducted clearly show that even a small
change within the climate would have substantial consequences upon temperature-limited
ecosystems with all other ecosystems being influenced as well, depending upon their
regional differences such as species, landscape, exposure to regional changes in
temperature and precipitation patterns.
For increases in the global average temperature, some places and sectors will
likely see beneficial impacts while others will experience harmful ones. When taken as a
whole however, the vast range of published evidence has indicated the net costs of
climate change will be significant and will only increase as time passes. Based upon an
assumed range of greenhouse gas emission scenarios, over the next two decades a
warming of about 0.2°C per decade is expected globally. [Bernstein 2007] Figure 2 gives the
changes in average surface temperature over the 2 1st century which have been projected
by the IPCC.
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Figure 2: Projected Surface Temperature Changes at the Late 21 " Century (2090-
2099) [Bern ein 2007]
Aside from rising temperatures, changes of weather patterns could have a
considerable impact on the hydrological cycle, including heavy rainfall, flooding, mega
storms, heat waves, droughts and freshwater shortages. This cycle is expected to be
intensified, leading to more evaporation and more precipitation. However, the extra
precipitation will be unequally distributed around the globe leading to heavy increases in
both floods and droughts.
An obvious concern of climate change is its impact, either direct or indirect, upon
human health. The increased exposure of vector borne or water borne disease is one of
these impacts. As global temperatures further increase, a spread of habitats for tropical
insects to either more northern or southern latitudes would introduce foreign diseases to
new areas. Changes within the atmospheric composition near the surface could lead to
dramatic changes in the air which we breathe and introduce a variety of air quality issues,
with pollutants such as ozone and aerosols which are known to generate health problems.
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A slight to moderate (0-5%) decrease in world crop yield is another negative impact
expected with impacts on human health. Along with the progressive acidification of
oceans, with an average decrease in pH of 0.1 units since 1750, increasing atmospheric
CO 2 concentrations would also lead to further acidification. [Bernstein 2007]
Global anthropocentric emissions must drop radically compared to current levels,
dropping below 1990 levels and ideally declining even further over time. Time must not
be wasted in this process however as it is believed by many that if concentrations of
greenhouse gases rise above a certain level, long-term stabilization levels may be out of
reach. In this case, inertia and delays in the climate system would subject the Earth to
some significant climate changes for centuries to come. [Chen 2008] Responding to this
problem involves both adaptation and mitigation complementing each other in an effort
to significantly reduce the risks of climate change. There still exists many barriers, limits
and costs to proper adaptation efforts, however, though there is a high level of agreement
and much evidence that realistic stabilization levels can be achieved through the
deployment of a portfolio of technologies which are either currently available or expected
on the commercial market in coming decades.
1.2 Sustainability
1.2.1 Impact upon Present and Future Lifestyle
Many definitions of sustainable development have been proposed. However, the
most applicable one was found to be, development which both meets the needs of the
present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to continue to
meet their own needs. Generally, this would include the equitable distribution of a
limited amount of resources and opportunities within the context of the economy, society
as well as the environment. It takes aim at increasing the overall well-being of everyone,
both now and in the future, while also understanding that the future can be vastly
different than what is expected at this moment. Development is not attempting to make
the world ready for the future but rather establishes a basis on which that world may be
built. At a 1997 conference, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly formally
recognized that our society's generation and use of energy was not sustainable and called
for a change in this pattern [Vera 2007].
Any sustainable policy must take into account the three most important
dimensions to be affected by this policy, commonly referred to as the triple bottom line;
these include environmental, economic and social aspects. Within the environmental
aspect, it is important for an overall reduction of local pollution and exploration of
natural resources in the area. This would typically be done through a commitment to
energy efficiency and renewable energy resources (renewables) with a major motivation
for sustainable development being the increasing scarcity of fossil fuels foreseen for the
future, combined with the adverse environmental impacts of burning fossil fuels. Most
important to this is the advancement in scientific understanding and technology
development. When evaluating potential technologies for sustainability it is also
important to recognize that all processes from initial exploration, research and
development phases, through the economic life of the conversion process, and finally the
disposal of the conversion plant and any remaining wastes must all be considered as a
part of the life cycle of this technology. Economic viability has historically been a
nonnegotiable requirement for adoption of a given energy technology for use on a larger
scale. There are other factors as well which are some of the primary reasons for the more
recent change to renewable energy technologies from an economic point of view, these
include diversification of energy supply, incentives for demand side management,
research and development funding for cleaner technologies and ecological tax reform to
further push renewable technologies closer to their fossil fueled counterparts.
1.2.2 Role of Renewable Technologies
Renewable energy resources appear to be one of the most efficient and effective
potential solutions to the need for sustainable development. These technologies may
have the ability to shield a nation from the negative effects of energy supply, price and
greenhouse gas related environmental concerns. As electricity demand is rapidly
growing, a cleaner source of power could help to meet much of this new demand while
also helping to offset greenhouse gas emissions compared to the current reliability on
coal, oil and natural gas. These fossil fuels are nonrenewable, drawing upon a finite
number of resources which will eventually dwindle, becoming either too expensive or
environmentally hazardous to retrieve. Current enthusiasm for renewable energy is
largely driven by its inherently desirable characteristics: a source which is abundant and
available at most locations that will not deplete the earth's natural resources, and causes
minimal environmental damage. Some of the more common cleaner energy technologies
would include: solar, wind, biomass, hydrogen, geothermal, tidal, nuclear and
hydropower.
Table 1: Mean Price of Electricity and Average Greenhouse Gas Emissions [Evans 2008, World
Nuclear Assoc 2009, MIT 2003]
Photovoltaic Wind Hydro Geothermal Nuclear Coal Gas
Cost ($/kWh) 0.240 0.070 0.050 0.070 0.067 0.042 0.048
CO2 Emissions 90 25 41 170 66 1004 543
(g CO 2-e/kWh)
Based on factors such as cost (in $/kWh) and CO 2 emissions (g CO2_JkWh) of
electricity sources, summarized in Table 1, Evans, et al. concluded that wind power is the
most sustainable technology, followed closely by hydropower [Evans 2008]. The difference
between the effects of fossil fueled technologies and the cleaner renewable technologies
is largely self-evident, showing up primarily as toxic atmospheric air within the
biosphere, acid rain and global climate change.
The development of these cleaner technologies is dependent upon many different
factors, some of which may include: motivation of the public, technical product
development, distribution and sales, manufacturing, consumer consultation and
installation, projection and planning and energy savings measures. The benefits of these
systems will vary greatly upon the technology implemented and the region in which it is
installed. The primary factor benefiting the continued use of coal and gas is the initial
costs when compared to cleaner energy technologies.
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1.2.3 Current Penetration into Market
From 2006 to 2007, there was a 40% annual increase in revenue growth for solar
photovoltaics, wind, biofuels and fuel cells [ako,.i,- 20081. This growth is primarily
reflected in the increase in the total number of installations during this time and initial
projections would suggest that these technologies will continue to grow at a rapid pace.
Projected industrial growth of these four major renewable technologies is given below in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Projected Growth of Major Renewable Energy Technologies ($US Billions)
I Makower 20081
1.2.4 Goal and Objectives of this Thesis
In order to properly expand the growth of wind energy globally wind resource
studies must have the ability to achieve more accurate results and complete this in a
generally more efficient manner. Because of this. there are two primary objectives of this
thesis. The first objective is to compare potential methods of wind data estimation to the
current practices within the wind energy industry. The accuracy of a number of potential
methods of estimation, as defined by comparison to a reference set of data, is evaluated.
The second objective is to develop a more efficient process for the initial evaluation of
sites with the potential to support wind energy projects. This involves optimization of
short-term data collection at multiple sites to overcome the effect of the seasonality of the
wind, thereby providing meaningful and reliable data.
Improved efficiency within the initial assessment of sites could perhaps provide a
solution to the current backlog of potentially viable wind energy projects. Due to the
nature of the wind, projects feasibility assessments are site specific. Because of this any
data collection is much more valuable than the exclusive use of macro scale resources
such as wind maps. Better understanding of either of these uses would provide a great
benefit to the determination of acceptable locations for the broader purposes of wind
energy development in the U.S.
CHAPTER 2 - Background
2. 1 Wind Energy Potential
2. 1.1 Current Status of Industry
The global market for wind energy has been expanding at a faster rate than any
other source of renewable energy and is now established as an energy source in over 50
countries throughout the globe [Zervos 2006] Global installed wind capacity has increased
dramatically in only a short period of time (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Global Cumulative Wind Energy Capacity zell 2003. Roeei 20061
This dramatic increase in capacity is all the more impressive when considering
that it took place during a time of serious turbine shortages. Wind turbines require some
8,000 components with suppliers of many of these parts needing years to ramp up
production.
No country experienced this increase in wind energy capacity more than the
United States where the beginning of the twenty-first century brought about a large
increase in installed capacity. Annual wind energy installations in the U.S. are shown
here in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Annual and Cumulative Growth in U.S. Wind Energy Capacity jus)oE 2008]
The U.S. market surged in 2007 with 5,329 MW of new capacity added,
shattering previous records. [TISDOE 2008] This growth translates into roughly $9 billion
invested in wind project installations during the year, bringing the cumulative total to
nearly $28 billion since the 1980s [usOE2008. The U.S. led the world in new installations
for the third straight year in 2007; a state by state breakdown of the capacity installed in
2007 along with the total installed capacity is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Wind Energy Development in the U.S. [USDOE 2008]
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Because of this massive growth, in July 2008 the U.S. passed Germany to become
the world leader in installed capacity with Texas, the nation's top wind energy state,
accounting for 30% of the U.S. total in 2007 rsawin 2008]" The general increase in capacity
during this time was brought on mostly by federal tax incentives, such as the production
tax credit, state renewable portfolio standards, concern over global climate change and
uncertainty about the future costs and liabilities of fossil fuel energy sources.
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2.1.2 Wind Energy Classification
Wind resource of a given area is often divided by class. These classes range from
class I (for wind containing the least energy) to class 7 (winds containing the most
energy). Each of these classes is representative of a range of mean power density (W/m2)
or an equivalent mean wind speed at a specified height above the ground [Manwell 2003]."
Table 2 shows the values of each respective wind speed class.
Table 2: Respective Wind Energy Classes [Manwell 2003]
0-100 0-4.4 0-160 0-5.1i 0-200
2 100-150 4.4-5.1 160-240 5.1-5.8 200-300 5.6-6.4
3 150-200 5.1-5.6 240-320 5.8-6.5 300-400 6.4-7.0
4 200-250 5.6-6.0 320-400 6.5-7.0 400-500 7.0-7.5
5 250-300 6.0-6.4 400-480 7.0-7.4 500-600 7.5-8.0
6 300-400 6.4-7.0 480-640 7.4-8.2 600-800 8.0-8.8
7 400-1000 7.0-9.4 640-1600 8.2-11.0 800-2000 8.8-11.9
Generally, areas that are designated as class 4 or greater are considered to be
suitable for wind energy. Class 3 areas are typically suitable given proper hub height and
turbine selection, class 2 areas are marginal and class 1 areas are considered unsuitable
for wind energy development. There are many locations which are either class 3 or
greater dispersed throughout the United States.
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2. 1.3 United States Potential
The high resolution wind speed map below in Figure 7 shows the better terrestrial
or land based areas, in terms of wind resource, are predominantly in the Midwestern
portion of the United States.
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Figure 7: Terrestrial Wind Speed Map of the United States at 80m Hub Height [Aws
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Analyzing the U.S. wind resource potential on a macro scale would yield an
extremely large available wind capacity. This has been completed for all sites which
:I:
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have class 3 wind or greater, without taking any consideration of setbacks or other such
problems. Figure 8 below shows the results of this analysis.
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Figure 8: Supply Curve for U.S. Wind Energy Resources [USDOE 2008]
The U.S. Department of Energy has set a goal to provide 20% of the total U.S.
electricity consumption with wind energy by 2030 IusDOE 2(x)8] This goal may seem lofty
until it is considered that only 300 GW of wind capacity is needed to reach this
milestone, of the over 1,000 GW of potential capacity in the U.S. [LJSIOF 20081. The overall
economic cost of this scenario accrues mainly from the incremental costs of wind energy
when compared to other generation sources due to a higher initial capital cost than
conventional power plants. However, using typical assumption values for both cost and
performance of wind versus conventional energy sources, the 201%c wind scenario would
require in incremental investment of as little as $43 billon more than the base case of
using no new wind energy projects. This number represents less than $0.0006 per kWh
of total generation by the year 2030, roughly $0.50 per household per month [USDOE 2008]*
As an example, if fully exploited, wind resources in North and South Dakota
alone could be used to generate enough electricity to equal roughly half of the current
U.S. power consumption and yet many of the projects in this area are not being advanced
as a fault of little to no urban load centers resulting in lower electricity prices [Tester 2005].
Another challenge is the continued reduction in wind energy capital cost and
improvement in turbine performance through technology advancement and improved
manufacturing capabilities. The potential concerns about siting, wildlife and
environmental issues must also be addressed in consideration with the tradeoff posed by
global climate change. The overall benefits for a scenario such as this would be
tremendous, with environmental benefits, improved energy security, reduction in fuel
costs, stabilization of electric rates, improvement of local economies and reduction in
water use by the electric sector. If the goal of 20% of U.S. electricity consumption were
to be successful, this could reduce the annual electric sector CO2 emissions by 825
million metric tons by 2030.
2.2 Wind Resource Sciences
2.2.1 Nature of the Wind
Many forms of renewable energy and even the energy found in fossil fuels are
ultimately a result of the sun as it radiates 1.74 x 1017 watts per hour [Danish Wind Industry
Association 2008] to the surface of the Earth. Winds in particular are powered through the
uneven solar heating of the Earth's land and sea surfaces, making them an indirect form
of solar energy. On average, the ratio between the total wind energy to the incident solar
energy will be somewhere on the order of two percent [Tester 2005], which is a reflection
upon the balance between the input and dissipation by turbulence and drag on the Earth's
surfaces. On a larger scale, spatial variability describes the fact that there are many
various climatic regions throughout the world, some of which are much windier than
others. This large scale wind resource is largely dictated by latitude, which has a direct
affect on the amount of solar insolation.
Since the earth is rotating, any movement upon the Northern hemisphere will be
diverted to the right, as observed from a position on the ground. This apparent bending
force is known as the Coriolis force, named after the French mathematician Gustave
Gaspard Coriolis. In reference to wind speed, the Coriolis force (per unit mass), Fc, is
found with respect to the rotating reference frame of the Earth expressed as [Manwell 2003]:
F
, 
= fv Equation 1
Where v is the wind speed and f is the Coriolis parameter, f=2osin(p) where p represents
the latitude and w represents the angular velocity of the Earth and the direction of the
force is perpendicular to the direction of motion of the air. This Coriolis force is a visible
phenomenon as it can be seen in railroad tracks which wear out faster on one side than
the other or river beds which are dug deeper on one side than the other [Danish Wind Industry
Association 2008]. The rotation of the Earth also is the cause of the spread of the wind to the
North and South, this is because hot air will rise over the colder air until it reaches
approximately 10 km altitude, if there was no rotation the air would simply arrive at the
North and South Poles, sink down, and then return to the equator. Within the Northern
hemisphere, the wind will tend to rotate counterclockwise as it approaches a lower
pressure area. Due in large part to these forces and their interaction with the surface,
atmospheric motions, including wind speed and direction, will vary in both time (seconds
to months) and space (centimeters to thousands of kilometers). Figure 9 below
demonstrates the sensitive nature of wind turbines to small scale variations compared to
other wind related natural events.
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Figure 9: Variations of Time and Space for Atmospheric Motion [Manwell 2003]
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2.2.2 General Wind Flow
The wind will rise from the equator and move both north and south in the higher
layers of the atmosphere until around ±30° latitude, when the Coriolis force prevents the
air from moving much further. At this latitude, there is a higher pressure area which
forces the air to begin sinking back down once again. The spatial variations within the
heat transfer to the Earth's atmosphere will create variations in the atmospheric pressure
field that will cause air to always move from higher to lower pressure. The pressure
gradient force generated in the vertical direction will usually be cancelled out by the
downward gravitational force and because of this winds will blow predominantly in the
horizontal plane, responding to the horizontal pressure gradients. The sum of these
forces will strive to mix the various temperatures and pressure air masses distributed
across the surface of the Earth.
Global wind circulation involves large-scale patterns affecting near surface winds
that cover the entire planet. In what may be considered one of the simplest models for
the mechanics of the atmospheric motion of the wind, four atmospheric forces may be
considered. These forces would include pressure forces, the Coriolis force, inertial forces
due to larger scale circular motion and frictional forces at the Earth's surface. A very
simplistic, macro-scale model of the large-scale surface winds due to the worldwide
circulation pattern is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10: General Surface Winds of the Worldwide Circulation Pattern [Manwell 2003]
This simple general circulation flow pattern is best represented by the model for a
smooth spherical surface. In reality however, the surface of the Earth will vary
considerably with large ocean and land masses. These different surfaces will affect the
flow of air due to variations within pressure fields, absorption of solar radiation as well as
the amount of moisture available.
2.2.3 Atmospheric Boundary Layer
A particularly important characteristic of the atmosphere when analyzing its affect
upon wind speeds is its stability, or its tendency to resist vertical motion and suppress
turbulence. The overall stability of the Earth's atmosphere is governed primarily by the
vertical temperature distribution which results from the mixing of radiative heating or
cooling of the surface and convective air adjacent to the surface. At the top of the
atmosphere is a frictionless wind flow according to the gradient wind velocity along the
isobars. Outside this layer the flow will behave almost inviscidly, with drag upon the
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body caused directly by the viscosity. Although this effect is quite small it may have a
profound effect on the flow within this space. Winds in this region are referred to as
geostrophic winds, which are largely driven by temperature and pressure differences
rather than the surface of the Earth. The pressure force upon these winds (per unit mass),
Fp, is given by [Manwell 2003]:
p an
Equation 2
Where p is the density of the air and is defined as the pressure gradient normal to the
lines of constant pressure. The result of this pressure force and the Coriolis force forms
the creation of the geostrophic wind, which will tend to be parallel to isobars as shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Geostrophic Wind Resulting from Pressure and Coriolis Forces [Manwell 2003]
The magnitude of the geostrophic wind Vg is a function of the balance of forces given by:
vg- Equation 3
v fP an
This equation shows an idealized case since the pressure of different areas will
cause the isobars to be curved. Geostrophic wind may be found at altitudes
approximately 1,000 meters above the ground level.
At the lowest layer in the atmosphere, the atmospheric boundary layer, the
behavior is directly influenced through contact with the surface. Within this layer,
physical quantities such as flow velocity, temperature, moisture, etc. will display rapid
fluctuations and the vertical mixing will be strong. In determination of the atmospheric
boundary layer depth and its mean vertical structure, there are four main external factors
which must be considered: free atmosphere wind speed, surface heat balance, free
atmosphere density stratification and free atmosphere vertical wind shear or baroclinicity.
The physical laws of motion governing the boundary layer dynamics and microphysics
are extremely non-linear in their behavior and considerably influenced by both properties
of the Earth's surface and evolution of the processes within the free atmosphere.
2.2.4 Effects on Wind Flow
The flow of the wind may be affected by a wide variety of factors the most
obvious example of obstructed flow however, is the flow at and around a solid object or
obstacle. An example of this is shown with the separated flow past a flat plate in Figure
12.
Figure 12: Separated Flow Past a Flat Plate
The important things to note from this example is the accelerated flow near the
edges, nearly non-existent flow behind the object and finally the vast increase in
turbulence of the wind behind the object. Using a solid, flat plate with flow directly into
it is an extreme example but this does accurately display the effects occurring in a
practical sense. A more realistic example is given here as Figure 13, which shows the
influence of a building upon free stream wind flow. This example shows the immediate
effect of the building upon the flow and the ability of the wind reach free stream
following the influence of an obstruction.
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WIND SPEED PROFILE
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-17% SPEED DECREASE* _- 6%N 3%
20% TURBULENCE INCREASE* 5% 2%
43% WIND POWER DECREASE* 17% 9%
Figure 13: Effect of Obstruction on Wind Flow [AWS Scientific 1997]
Another effect on the wind results from friction at the Earth's surface, meaning
that the surface will exert a horizontal force acting against the moving air and retarding
the flow. This force will decrease as the height above the ground increases with the
effect becoming negligible above the boundary layer. Local winds of an area always
supersede the effects of larger scale wind patterns when dealing with wind energy
systems, this is true for the direction of the wind and the wind speed, especially during
periods when the larger scale wind effects are light.
2.2.5 Topographic Effects
Another factor which has an enormous effect upon local wind regimes is the
topographical and ground cover variations which occur throughout different regions.
When speaking of smaller scale atmospheric circulation, this may be divided into either
secondary or tertiary circulation. Secondary circulation occurs when centers of high or
low pressure are caused by heating or cooling within the lower atmosphere, these
conditions include: hurricanes, monsoon circulation or extra tropical cyclones. Tertiary
circulations are smaller-scale, local circulations characterized primarily by local winds.
These would include the following: land and sea breezes, valley and mountain winds,
monsoon-like flow, foehn winds, thunderstorms and tornadoes. Some of these conditions
occur predictably and with frequent occurrence, giving them potential to be utilized with
a wind energy system. Flow across mountain ridges, high passes, large escarpments,
mesas, deep valleys and gorges will resemble flow around obstacles to a certain extent
and may be an advantage due to acceleration of wind speed at certain locations. Optimal
conditions of this nature are shown below in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Optimal Wind Speed Conditions in Mountainous Terrain [AWS Scientific 1997]
These conditions are characterized in reference to surrounding terrain features
which are lower than the location in question. The slope of a ridge is also an important
parameter with steeper slopes giving rise to stronger wind speeds but also higher
turbulence in the flow. Flow over features such as these is the most complex with
predictions for this terrain type being the least quantifiable.
Influence in the wind flow will also occur at coastal sites, with the land mass
being heated from the sun more quickly than the sea during the daytime. This causes the
air to rise, flow out to sea, and create low pressure at ground level attracting the cooler air
from the sea. During nighttime the opposite effect is true, with this time generally
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producing lower wind speeds as the temperature difference between land and sea is lower
at night. This effect is commonly referred to as a sea breeze and, although it will have
less influence on the overall production results, there will be an effect in the analysis of
wind resource and the production during peak and off-peak times of the day. The
presence of flat terrain may also be desirable conditions for a wind energy project as well.
To be considered flat terrain, the following conditions must hold true: elevation
differences between the wind turbine location and the surrounding terrain are not greater
than 60 meters at any spot within an 11.5 km diameter, no hill with a height to width ratio
greater than 1/50 within 4 km upstream or downstream of the site and the elevation
difference between the lower end of the rotor and the lowest elevation on the terrain is
greater than three times the maximum difference in elevation within 4 km upstream
[Manwell 2003]. Flat sites do not have the advantage of acceleration of the wind speed at
specific locations as more complex terrain may have but there are other advantages. Flat
terrain is typically easily predicted and modeled, construction will yield less capital costs
and the impact of turbulence will be less.
2.2.6 Variation in Wind Speed with Height
The vertical profile of the wind takes into account the variation in wind speed
with respect to the from ground level height, better known as wind shear. Determination
of the wind shear is important as it has a direct effect on the wind speed at hub height
within a wind resource assessment. The value of wind shear varies from site to site and
should be determined through on-site data measurement. When reaching a certain height
(typically greater than 100 meters) the value of wind shear will be more dependent upon
the stability of the atmosphere rather than the effect of local obstacles, where unstable
atmospheres will experience a negative value and a stable atmosphere will have a gradual
increase in wind shear. Another influence of wind shear would include loading on
turbine blades, with rotor blade fatigue life influenced by the cyclic loads resulting from a
wind field that varies in the vertical direction.
2.2.7 Variability in the Wind over Time
Natural variation in the wind flow occurs over various intervals with the typical
categories being broken down into the following: annual, seasonal, diurnal and short-
term. In the short-term, variations of interest would include turbulence and gusts. These
short-term variations usually occur over time intervals of ten minutes or less. Turbulence
may be thought of as random fluctuations imposed upon the mean wind speed with these
fluctuations occurring in all three directions: longitudinal (in the direction of the wind),
lateral (perpendicular to the average wind) and vertical. Turbulent wind may have a
relatively constant mean when speaking of longer time periods but over shorter times
(over seconds typically) it may be quite variable, this is the reason why the effective
turbulence at a site is calculated using the standard deviation of data recorded over only a
few seconds. A gust in the wind is a discrete event within a turbulent wind field and will
be a function of amplitude, rise time, maximum gust variation and lapse time. These
short variations deal more with turbine loading rather than production as gusts are not
sustained long enough to translate into any meaningful amount of power.
Diurnal variations have a significant effect on wind flow from day to night,
primarily driven by differences in temperature although local terrain effects may also
provide a large impact. One such example is valley and mountain winds moving upslope
of the ridges during the day and conversely, down slope of the ridges at night. Within
tropical latitudes, large wind variations may occur on a diurnal time scale due to
differential heating of the surface during the daily radiation cycle. A typical diurnal
variation in these areas leads to an increase in wind speed during the day with the lowest
wind speeds during the hours of midnight to sunrise. On a larger scale, seasonal or
monthly variations are common over most parts of the world. In the U.S., annual
maximum wind speeds will generally occur during the months of late winter to early
spring although this is somewhat regionally dependent and will vary from year to year.
Of much larger concern and higher uncertainty, due to a larger period of data
needed to properly account for variations, are the annual variations in wind speed. These
lead to potential differences in the long-term wind speed which may yield large variations
in wind turbine production. Meteorologists generally conclude that 30 years of high
availability data will properly determine long-term values of weather or climate. This
length of data period is often not available and periods of five years or longer are
typically used but shorter data records at the site in question can be useful when long-
term local reference sites are available.
2.3 Energy in the Wind
2.3.1 Kinetic Energy of Wind
The overall objective of wind turbine design is the capture of the wind's kinetic
energy, with the turbine converting the force of the wind into torque acting upon the rotor
blades. This theory essentially comes from Newton's second law of motion meaning
that, observed from an inertial reference frame, the net force acting upon a particle will
be proportional to the time rate of change of its linear momentum. As the kinetic energy
of a moving body will be proportional to its mass, therefore the kinetic energy in the
wind depends upon the density of the air. The amount of energy the wind transfers is
dependent upon this in addition to the rotor area and the wind speed. Assuming a
constant area or ducted flow, the maximum theoretical energy that exist in the wind may
be determined through the equation [Tester 2005s:
P = -pAv3 Equation 4
Where P is the maximum power generated, p is the air density (kg/m3) at the rotor, A is
the swept area of the turbine blades (m2) and v is the instantaneous wind speed (m/s).
This equation provides valuable insight into the importance of wind speed to the power
generated at an instance in time. In extracting this energy with a wind turbine, other
mechanical and electrical inefficiencies will be introduced as well.
2.3.2 Rotor Efficiency - Betz' Limit
To extract all of the energy from the wind, the air would move away with a speed
of zero (i.e. the air would be unable to leave the swept area of the turbine). In the
opposite extreme, if too little wind energy is attempted to be extracted, we would not
have altered the wind profile. This relationship is best shown when considering a unit
mass of air with an upstream velocity v~ that will intercept a turbine disc of area A with a
lower velocity v1 moving downstream at a still lower wind speed of vd. This relationship
is shown below in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Schematic of Turbine Efficiency Basis (Tester 2005]
The more kinetic energy which is extracted by a wind turbine, the more the wind
will slow as it leaves the turbine rotor. It must therefore be assumed that there ia an
optimal amount of "wind slowing" lying in between the two extremes, which will be
most efficient in converting the energy to useful mechanical energy. As it turns out, there
is a simple answer to this: an ideal wind turbine would slow down the wind by the
maximum theoretical limit, or Betz' limit, a fundamental physical law for the
aerodynamics of wind turbines.
A typical relationship, using assumptions for the wind speed distribution, air
density and rotor swept area, between the total power in the wind, usable power (Betz'
limit) and the actual turbine power output is shown in Figure 16 below.
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Figure 16: Relationship between Theoretical Power in Wind versus Usable Power [Danish
Wind Industry Assoc 2008]
In the previous figure, the area under the grey curve is representative of the
amount of wind power per square meter which may be expected at a particular site as a
function of wind speed. The area under the blue curve shows the amount of wind which
may theoretically be converted to mechanical power with an ideal wind turbine. Finally,
the area under the red curve shows the useable electrical power extracted using a typical
wind turbine design at this particular site. Applying this relationship to the specifications
of a turbine may provide a relationship which would look similar to that shown below in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Typical Power Output Compared to Theoretical Power in the Wind IUSDOE 2008l
The theoretical limit to the fraction of power in the wind that may be captured by
a wind turbine, or Betz' limit, may be used to determine the maximum power from an
ideal wind turbine rotor as well as the thrust of the wind on this ideal rotor and its
associated effect upon the rotor operation in a local wind field. This model is based upon
a linear momentum theory developed over 100 years ago in the prediction of performance
on ship propellers. Betz' analysis contains many assumptions for calculation, the most
important of which is the use of a control volume, where the control volume boundaries
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are the surface of a stream tube and two cross-sections of the stream tube. The only flow
within the model is across the ends of this stream tube with the turbine being represented
by a uniform actuator disk, creating a discontinuity of the pressure within the air flowing
through this stream tube. Other assumptions within Betz's analysis when translated to
use for wind turbine efficiency include: homogenous steady state flow, no frictional
drag, an infinite number of blades, uniform thrust over the disk or rotor area, a non-
rotating wake and that the static pressure far upstream and far downstream will be equal
to that of the undisturbed ambient static pressure [Manwell 2003]1
All of the assumptions made by Betz for this type of analysis are considered to be
reasonable. Proof of this theorem may be done by first determining the mass of the air
streaming through the rotor over one second,
m = pA(v + v2 )/2 Equation 5
Where m is the mass per second, p is the air density, A is the swept rotor area and
(v, +v 2)/2 is the average wind speed moving through the rotor where vl is the wind
speed before it reaches the rotor and v2 is the wind speed after the rotor. The power
extracted from the wind is governed by the following equation:
P = (1 / 2)m(v2 - v2) Equation 6
When substituting the value of m into this equation, we then get the following expression
for the power extracted from the wind:
P = (p / 4)(v2 - v2)(v, + v2)A
The total power in the undisturbed wind streaming through the same area A, with no rotor
disturbing the wind, is:
P = (p / 2)Av 3
This is the same equation used to determine the maximum theoretical power generated by
a wind turbine. Taking the ratio between the power extracted from the wind and the
power available in undisturbed wind then gives:
P 1- v2 v1+ Equation 7
Plotting this ratio P/Po as a function of v2/vl provides the graph shown here as Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Ratio of Power Extracted from Wind versus Theoretical Maximum
Taking the derivative of this function shows that the maximum power that may be
realized from any wind system is 59.3% of the total power of the wind. This mechanical
power is converted to electrical power with an efficiency C,, (known as coefficient of
performance). This value is unique to each turbine design and is the best judge of
efficiency of a design when calculated over any given site. In practice, there are four
main effects differing from the assumptions used in Betz's analysis which lead to a
decrease in a turbine's coefficient of performance. These are the rotation of the wake
behind the rotor, use of a finite number of blades, the associated tip losses as well as the
aerodynamic drag. A well-designed modern unit may be able to achieve an aerodynamic
efficiency of around 50%, and a net electrical efficiency of about 40% rTester 2(X)5]-
2.3.3 Wind Speed Impact upon Production
As wind speeds increase from a lower value, the turbine is able to overcome the
mechanical and electrical losses and begin to deliver electrical power to a load. The wind
speed is crucial to the overall production of a wind turbine with the power curve
providing the production as a direct function of the wind speed. This is due to the fact
that the energy content of the wind varies with the cube of the wind speed as mentioned
previously. For example, in the case of a wind turbine we would use the energy from the
slowed wind and if the wind speed were to double there would be twice as much air mass
of wind moving through the rotor at every second. In this case, each of these slices
would contain four times as much energy as they did previously based upon the
theoretical momentum relationship. The cubic relation between wind speed and available
wind power further emphasizes a need for accurate prediction of wind speed. This must
be done through quality data measurement and projection methods while also
incorporating the tradeoffs that come with the time, financial and work efforts required to
accurately provide these answers.
2.4 Wind Data Collection
2.4.1 Site Specific Data
Macro-scale sources may be valuable as an initial evaluator. However, on site
data measurement is clearly the best strategy to use when completing a full wind resource
assessment. The advantage of using a full chronological data set representing the long-
term wind conditions is that this approach leads to correct results without the risks of
simplifications or misinterpretations. However, the time and financial costs of
meteorological data collection over long time periods are far too great to be considered a
viable option in the assessment of any wind energy site. Short term measurements can be
used to estimate a long-term wind profile at a site either through a projected long-term
wind speed value and wind speed distribution profile of the site. These calculations lead
to uncertainties dependent mainly upon the length of the short-term data set measured.
Important factors to be considered when choosing a location for data measurement
include: local obstacles, optimal locations, boom orientation, monitoring duration,
meteorological data parameters measured and the measurement heights of the booms.
All parameters measured should be sampled once every one or two seconds and recorded.
In addition, parameter statistics (such as average, standard deviation, maximum and
minimum values) must be calculated as well. The statistics of these one- or two-second
intervals should be calculated for all parameters on a ten-minute basis, as this is the
international standard period for wind measurement [AWS Scientific 1997].
2.4.2 Monitoring Duration
In estimating the wind resource, it is necessary to study whole years to ensure that
seasonal variations within the wind regime do not influence the overall results of the
study. This period of a whole number of years should accurately portray the diurnal and
seasonal variations and is commonly referred to as the reference period. Minimum
monitoring duration for a site is generally considered to be one year, however two or
more years will yield more reliable results. [AWS Scientific 1997] Any length of measured data
may provide a reasonable indication for the potential of wind energy development,
dependent upon the length of the data set and the time of year in which it was collected.
Uncertainty can be greatly reduced through use of statistical analysis with long-term
reference sites.
2.4.3 Financial Requirements
The financial costs of meteorological data collection may seem to be quite high
and this is true to an extent, as the estimated cost of a single 60 meter tilt-up tubular
guyed tower, including all measuring equipment, is typically in the range of $10,000 to
$13,000. [AWS Scientific 1997] However, this cost is small compared to the millions of dollars
that are invested in any constructed wind farm. There are additional costs other than
equipment however as the labor and other expenses must also be considered. The other
expenses will typically include travel, land lease fees, remote data transfer fees and
sensor calibration. In all, the estimated total cost for a single 60 meter monitoring tower
operated for two years will likely be in the range of $40,000 to $50,000 [Herrmann 2010]. The
actual costs are dependent upon the specific tower type and equipment, the site's
proximity to operation/maintenance staff and the number of site visits performed.
2.4.4 Meteorological Tower Measurements
The most common method of meteorological data collection is with the use of a
temporary tower. The two most frequently utilized types of towers include the tubular
tower and lattice tower (with both having tilt-up, telescoping and fixed versions
available). These versions will either be guyed or self-supporting. Two requirements
that should be kept in mind when selecting a specific tower location are to place the
tower as far as possible from any local obstructions to wind and also to select a location
which is representative of the majority of the site. If siting a tower too near obstructions,
data collected by the sensors on the tower will be adversely affected and provide a
misrepresentation of the local wind regime. As a general rule, if the tower is located near
an obstruction, it should be placed at a horizontal distance no closer than 10 times the
overall height of this obstruction JAWS sUcfic~f 19971. This is an absolute necessity within the
predominant wind direction but more of a recommendation in all other directions. Figure
19 below gives a diagram of a typical meteorological tower installation with a tubular,
guyed tower.
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Figure 19: Diagram of Typical Met Tower following Installation JAWS sckitii 197
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2.4.5 SODAR/LIDAR Measurements
Due to the ever increasing hub heights of modern day wind turbines there is now
a greater difficultly in accurately assessing new sites using standard meteorological
towers. For this purpose, along with many other practical uses in assessment, remote
sensing technologies have begun to recently take hold in the wind energy industry. The
advantages of such systems include: the ability to define wind profiles at higher
measurement heights, reduced costs when used over multiple sites, non-linear increase in
costs of meteorological towers with respect to height, highly portable for initial studies,
require no permits and it do not disturb the wind flow in the ways that a meteorological
tower does [Pedrson 2003]1 These systems are designed to be rugged enough to be left
outside with little user interaction; however, the systems typically require that they be
kept clean and their operation during rainfall events is not expected to be productive.
Remote sensing systems have been found to introduce some significant biases when
working in complex terrain. The resulting error is different depending upon the wind
direction and is very site specific, making it extremely difficult to quantify.
The operation of a sonic detection and ranging system (SODAR) is based on the
principle of acoustic backscattering. An acoustic pulse transmitted into the air will
experience backscattering due to small temperature inhomogeneities of a size on the
order of the wave length. The amount of time between the emission and reception of the
signal will determine the height which the signal represents. More importantly, the
Doppler shift in frequency is proportional to the component of the wind speed in the
direction of the beam. By using more than one antenna during this process, with each
oriented in a different direction, a three dimensional wind vector may be derived
returning the direction of the wind. Using various frequencies during this process allows
for the collection of a wind profile measured simultaneously at different heights. The
general technology of SODAR has been used for over 30 years but a great deal of
development has been completed within the last few years making these devices
commercially available from numerous sources [Walls 2008]. Testing with SODAR systems
revealed a high correlation to a nearby met tower measuring at the same heights. The
average correlation coefficient between SODAR and met tower was 0.98 [Walls 2008].
Within these same tests, data recovery rates for the SODAR system were also noted with
a significant decline in collected data (data points per unit time) as the measurement
height increased. The results of this analysis are given here in Table 3.
Table 3: Data Recovery Rate during SODAR Testing [Walls 2008]
40 99.7
50 99.2
60 98.5
80 96.4
100 92.4
120 86.6
140 78.6
160 69.4
180 59
200 49
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The light detection and ranging system (LIDAR) is a remote sensing system that
uses a different technology altogether than SODAR. This type of system pulses a
narrow, high frequency laser beam toward the atmosphere. As atmospheric structures
translate across the beam, they generate sinusoidal fluctuations within the atmosphere
upon the signal's return. In analyzing the frequency of these fluctuations when multiplied
by the distance between multiple beams at that altitude, the wind speed is determined.
The wind direction is obtained through the use of a quadrant detector within the back of
the telescope. In comparing the beams within a correlation analysis this value can then
be calculated. Current LIDAR systems can provide measurements at every 1.5 meter
interval throughout the depth of the boundary layer with wind speed values determined at
every 2.5 seconds [Chen 2008]. Potentially upgrading the system to include a laser with a
faster pulse rate could bring this sampling interval down significantly, around the scale of
0.1 seconds [Chen 2008]. LIDAR systems have been found to introduce a bias due to an
error within the cone angle. Furthermore, small errors in altitude could potentially lead to
significant errors in the calculated value of wind speed.
2.5 Data Processing
2.5.1 Data Validation
Anemometers, like most other types of instrumentation, can be vulnerable to
failure or potentially more serious, could partially fail, where data will still appear fine at
first glace but may be either under or overestimating the actual wind conditions. The
optimal method in determining partial failure of an anemometer is through the installation
of additional anemometers located at the same measurement level. Due to these potential
errors in data collection, before passing any meteorological data for analysis it is essential
that they are first subjected to some sort of data validation check. This validation may
either be completed manually or through the use of some computer-based program.
There are many potential causes for erroneous data, such as: faulty or damaged sensors,
loose wire connections, broken wires, damaged mounting hardware, shadowing due to
nearby obstacles, vandalism, data logger malfunctions, electrostatic discharges, sensor
calibration drift, and icing conditions, among others.
There are essentially two parts of the data validation process, these are the data
screening and data verification. Data screening requires the analysis of all data, typically
shown in graphical form within a time series. Any suspect value deserves scrutiny but
will not necessarily be erroneous. Data verification requires a case-by-case decision as to
what to do with suspect values. Suspect values are indicated through comparison to
redundant sensors or an extremely low or high value of standard deviation. Any data
which is not representative of the actual wind conditions of the site must be either
eliminated completely or replaced, typically through redundant sensors located upon the
same tower. This process is best done using experience in working with similar data sets.
2.5.2 Statistical Analysis
In the completion of any wind energy assessment, the data set must be subjected
to various data processing procedures to properly evaluate the wind resource. This will
typically involve performing calculations on the data set as well as binning the data into
useful subsets which are often based upon the choice of averaging interval.
Determination of the distribution of the wind at a given site is more useful than the
average value of the wind speed as wind turbines operate only above the cut-in wind
speed and the power curve is a non-linear function. A common method of representing
this distribution is with the two-parameter Weibull probability density function. This
function requires knowledge of two parameters: k, the shape factor and A, the scale
factor. Both of these parameters are functions of the average and standard deviation of
the wind speed values within the data set, calculated typically through the Method of
Moments. The equation for the Weibull probability density function is given by [Weibull
1951, Devore 2004]:
P(V)- = (A(A exp -l Equation 8
-1 ' k lk
where k x I ln (x ) Iln(x,) A'
Figure 20 below displays some Weibull distribution examples with various values of
parameters A and k.
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Figure 20: Example Weibull Distribution Plots
U~sing this Weibull distribution P(V) along with a known turbine power curve
P,,.(V), the wind turbine power Py is given by the equation [ManwelI 2003]:
P, _fP(V)p(V)dV Equation 9
0
Another method in indicating a site's wind energy potential is through the wind
power density. This value is a combination of the effect of the site's wind speed
distribution as well as its dependence upon air density. The wind power density is
defined as the wind power available per unit area swept by the wind turbine blades; the
equation for this is given by IAws Senlfic 19971:
1N
WPD = _ (p)(v) Equation 10
2N i=.
Where N is the number of data points in the averaging interval; p is the air density, vi is
the ith wind speed value.
The wind shear refers to any change in wind speed or direction along a straight
line, most important is the vertical wind shear which determines the difference in wind
speed with respect to the height. The wind shear exponent (a) is to be determined for
each individual site as its magnitude is significantly influenced by site-specific
characteristics; the equation describing this value is given by [AWS Scientific 1997]:
I[nv ] Equation 11
Where V2 is the wind speed at height Z2 and V1 is the wind speed at height Z1. It has been
found that the shear exponent will vary with factors such as elevation, time of day,
season, nature of the terrain, wind speed, temperature and various thermal and
mechanical mixing parameters [Manwell 2003]1. It is this calculation of wind shear which is
the primary focus in the decision in measurement heights on a met tower. For example, a
60 m tower will commonly have sensors mounted at 60, 40 and 20 m heights.
The shear exponent is used to extrapolate data to a hub height other than that of
the measurement level with the following equation [AWS Scientific 1997]:
V2 = V,1 Equation 12
As a first approximation, the wind shear exponent over flat open terrain is often
assigned a value of 0.143, better known as the 1/7th power law. Assumption of this value
for a given site is not recommended, however, due to the site specific nature of the wind
shear.
The other important statistical parameter to be calculated from the data set is the
wind turbulence at the site. This value represents the rapid disturbances or irregularities
within the wind speed, direction and vertical component. This is an important site
characteristic as high turbulence levels may lead to a decrease in power output and cause
extreme loading upon the wind turbine components. The most basic measure of
turbulence is known as the turbulence intensity. The equation for this value is provided
as [AWS Scientific 1997]:
TI = Equation 13
V
Where ar is the standard deviation of the 10-minute wind speed, made up from all one-
or two-second samples, and V is the mean wind speed during this same 10-minute
interval. Turbulence intensity is a value of frequency typically within the range of 0.1 to
0.4. In general, the highest value of turbulence intensities will occur at lower wind
speeds, however the value at a given location will depend on specific terrain feature and
surface conditions at the site [Manwe11 2003]- Wind turbines are divided into two subclasses
based upon their design, A and B, where the limit for turbulence intensity as classified by
the IEC is 0.18 and 0.16 respectively.
The correlation is the best judge of similarity between two separate data sets
occurring during the long-term analysis. The correlation coefficient (R) statistic is the
measure of the extent to which the variation of the dependent variable is explained by the
regression. A high value of correlation, which suggests that the regression model
explains the variation in the dependent variable well, will be an important factor in
reliability if one hopes to use this model for prediction purposes. The value of correlation
coefficient is determined through the following equation [Waner 1998]:
R= n(E-xy)-(ExXy)
n( x2 )- (x) 2 n(z )- ( y)2  Equation 14
Where n is the number of data points, x is the independent data set and y is the dependent
data set.
CHAPTER 3 - Current Practices
3.1 Review of Current Practices
The long-term wind resource is one of the largest, and more difficult to account
for, uncertainties that affect the total energy production of any wind energy project. A
review of 13 academic journal articles [Aksoy 2004, Anderson 2004, Barbouis 2007, Bechrakis 2004,
Hendrickson 2008, Rogers 2006, Rogers 2005, Sahin 2001, Shamshad 2005, Taylor 2004, Thogersen 2007, Voorspools 2007, Wang
2007] and four industry studies [Wind Energy Resource Study] was undertaken to identify the
practices commonly used by the wind energy industry to estimate the long-term wind
resource at a given site. The content of the four industry studies is considered to be
proprietary information and for this reason the names of the companies will not be
released here. The review of all 13 articles and 4 industry studies showed that there are
no standard rules or methods for the estimation of this uncertainty, leading to a
considerable range of variation within these estimates by different experts reviewing the
same project. There are however, methodologies which are commonly used across
different companies and experts within the field. These similarities may have both
positive and negative aspects, in that there is a shared common belief concerning what is
expected to be the optimal methodology and yet it appears that little research has been
done to confirm this belief.
3.2 Measure-Correlate-Predict Method
The most commonly used, and most trusted, method of determination for the
long-term wind resource is what is known as the measure-correlate-predict (MCP)
methodology. A large majority of long-term methods are considered to be different
variation of the MCP technique, this includes all long-term methods used within the
reviewed wind industry studies. The general use of this method is the modelization of a
relationship between short-term wind data measured at a desired target location and the
measured long-term data from a chosen reference site, leading to the prediction of long-
term wind speed at the target site. Defining the relationship between the sites may be
done using a number of methods, with numerous variations on the MCP technique being
proposed even within the last 15 years [Rogers 2005]. The methods will differ in their overall
approach, model definition, length of data for documented validation effort, data used for
validation and criteria used for evaluating the effectiveness of this approach.
Typically the relationship is developed through a mathematical process with the
historically-measured values of the reference site used in conjunction with an equation to
predict the historical value at the target site. The optimal method in determining this
relationship is complicated by a number of stochastic variations. Some of these
variations being introduced include: length of short-term data, effects of terrain on wind
flow, time of flight delays, weather patterns, local obstacles, atmospheric stability,
regional variability, seasonal variability and site complexity amongst others.
This MCP relationship may be a function resulting in the determination of wind
speed, wind direction or temperature [Rogers 20061. This analysis may be completed in any
number of directional sectors under the assumption that accurate wind direction data is
available. Often times a minimum short-term period is used within a given analysis
although a general rule is that the more data that are obtained, the more accurate and
more reliable the results will be. The correlation coefficient between the coincident data
periods is the best measure of confidence in the relationship of the target and reference
sites. A general assumption of this method is that there is an available reference site that
provides a good estimate of the future wind resource at a proposed wind farm [Burton 20041]
The reference site should be within approximately 100 km, have long-term data available,
and have similar exposure and wind climate.
3.3 Long-Term Wind Data Sources
Publicly available historical meteorological data records may be difficult to find
but, within the United States at least, some form of this data will typically be available.
Some common sources of wind data may include online data, universities, air quality
monitoring networks, electric utilities, U.S. Forest Service, reanalysis data and data from
various other government or private organizations.
Generally, the first place to look for this type of data is through the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) online database. This ftp database includes over 9,000
worldwide meteorological stations which will exchange data under the World
Meteorological Organization [NCDC 2006]. These data are available for free, unrestricted
use within the fields of research, education and other non-commercial activities or for a
nominal fee for commercial use. Historical data are available from as far back as 1929,
with wind speed data since 1973 to the present being the most complete. Daily
meteorological data for 12 surface elements are derived for the averaged hourly values.
These daily elements included in the data set are: mean temperature (°F), mean dew
point (°F), mean sea level pressure (mb), mean station pressure (mb), mean visibility
(miles), mean wind speed (knots), maximum sustained wind speed (knots), maximum
wind gust (knots), maximum temperature (°F), minimum temperature (fF), precipitation
amount (inches) and snow depth (inches) [NCDC 2006]. Data are typically available 1-2 days
after the time of the observation following an extensive automated quality control process
which includes 'decoding' as much of the synoptic data as possible and eliminating many
of the random errors found within the original data. Further quality control is taken in the
derivation of the daily summary data. However, it is still expected that a small
percentage of errors will remain within the data sets provided [NCDC 2006].
Another potential data source is through reanalysis data, with one such example
being the World Wind Atlas software. These data are developed through the combination
of multiple meteorological data parameters, so although it is not actually measured there
is a scientific basis behind it. The data covers over 50 years at over 3,000 locations
spread out within a grid with spacing at every 2.5 degrees latitude and longitude. Data
are available for parameters such as wind speed, wind direction, wind energy, Weibull
parameters A and k and temperature at heights of both 50 and 500 meters [Meteotest 2005].
Reanalysis data has been tested with correlations up to 98% within very homogeneous
areas with no local obstacles to have an immediate impact [Meteotest 2005]. Although the data
has proven to be of lesser quality than accurately measured data, reanalysis data could be
useful for areas with little to no historical records.
Other publicly available data sets include the Energy & Environmental Research
Center (EERC) and the Ameriflux Scientific Data Server hosted by Berkeley Labs.
These sites provide public data through the donation of meteorological data collected
throughout the country. Although at this time there are few sites available within these
sources with a sufficient historical length data period, it is sources such as these,
providing higher quality measurements at higher and multiple measurement heights,
which could soon be the optimal method of providing reference historical data.
Within the industry studies reviewed, the primary source of data was either
through nearby meteorological towers with a longer term period of data or NCDC
observatories. Meteorological tower data was the optimal reference within these studies
although this type of data is often not readily available. The NCDC observatory data was
readily available in most cases due to the large number of stations within this network.
These studies use available data provided it contains sufficient data to be considered a
reference and also that the data is verified to be reliable.
3.4 Reference Site Comparison to Long-Term Sites
In determination of suitable long-term historical reference sites there are many
factors which must be considered. The first of these is the distance between the target
and reference stations. A distance of typically no more than 100 km is often times used,
although this distance may increase when dealing with simple terrain or an overall lack of
reliable reference sites. Next, an analysis of the duration of the historical data set is
completed where sites without current data are immediately eliminated and sites with a
start date of observations insufficient to be considered long-term are also eliminated.
Availability of this data must also be of sufficient quantity based upon the specifications
of the analysis, as well as the quality commensurate with other historical sites within the
area. A verification of this data must be completed to avoid complications due to
changes in instrumentation, problems with instrumentation or significant changes in
nearby obstacles.
Once it has been determined that the reference site is appropriate for use within
the analysis, correlation over the coincident short-term period must be completed to
determine the strength of the relationship between the two sites. This value is the best
indicator available as to the viability and uncertainty of the long-term comparison. Other
variables to look at include the elevation of the reference site, local topography of each
respective site, measurement heights and the impact of complex terrain. Data are nearly
always more representative of the surrounding area when the terrain is relatively flat.
The presence of complex terrain drastically reduces the ability to reliably extrapolate this
information beyond the immediate vicinity of a site and could render a reference data set
useless.
3.5 Commonly Used Methods
Of the four studies reviewed, two methods of long-term wind speed projection
were found. These two methods include linear regression and what will be referred to as
the ratio method. The linear regression method was the primary source of long-term
analysis within three of the four studies, while the ratio method was used exclusively in
the fourth. Information regarding the methodology for both of these methods is provided
below.
3.5.1 Linear Regression
Regression analysis is one of the more commonly used statistical methods to
study the relationships between variables. The investigator will assemble data on
underlying variables of interest through a given type of analysis in an effort to estimate
the quantitative effect of the causal variables upon the dependent variables known. The
statistical significance of the estimated relationship is also tested, that is, the variation
between the sets of variables and the degree of confidence that the estimator is close to
the true relationship. This type of analysis has applications in nearly every field as this
allows for a generalization from the sample in hand to the population from which the
sample was taken. There are a few assumptions taken when using regression analysis,
these include: the sample must be representative of the population for the inference
prediction, any errors have an expected value of zero, independent variables are free of
any errors and that the predictors will be linearly independent.
The most common method for fitting a regression line is the method of least-
squares. This method calculates the best-fitting line of the observed data through the
minimization of the sum of squares of the vertical deviations from each individual point
to the line. As the deviations are first squared, then summed, there is no cancellation
occurring between the positive and negative values within this method.
There are many various types of regression; a few of these which may be
potentially suitable for use within this type of analysis are examined within this paper.
Easily the most commonly used form of regression however, both in general and for use
with long-term wind speed analysis, is linear regression. Simple linear regression
analysis attempts to model the relationship between two variables by fitting a linear
equation to the observed data by the following equation:
y = mx + b Equation 15
Where x is the explanatory variable, y is the dependent variable, m is the slope of the line
and b is the intercept. It is the slope and intercept which are the parameters that describe
the linear relationship between the variables or in this case, the target and reference
stations. When determining these parameters with n points (xi, y),(x2, y2),... (x,, yn) the
equations take on the form of [Waner 1998]:
m=n(Zx 2) (ZxXy) Equation 16
n(x 2 )- (x) 2
b = y - m(Ex) Equation 17
n
The linear regression method will be used as a reference for comparison within
this paper. A linear estimation provides a good fit to a set of data if the points reside near
the predicted line, in other words if the residuals are found to be small. Ideally, a linear
estimation is the best method of comparing two sites in terms of wind speed as, with all
other things being equal, the wind speed observations should be consistent across all
possible ranges of value. This ideal situation is not a realistic expectation, however, and
this is the reason why it is imperative to study other methods of analysis for dealing with
this problem.
3.5.2 Ratio Method
A simple, perhaps radical, method of determining the long-term wind speed is
using the ratio of the mean wind speeds for the target and reference data sets over the
coincident time period. This method uses the following equation:
long =[ Y coincident coin long Equation 18
term / coincident J term
There are many assumptions made in this method, especially as it works directly and
exclusively through the mean values of wind speed. There was one industry study which
used this method exclusively to determine the long-term wind speed.
CHAPTER 4 - Methodology
4.1 Explanation
There are two objectives of this thesis. The first objective is to compare potential
methods of wind data estimation to the current practices within the wind energy industry.
The estimation of a long-term data set something that is done in a majority of today's
wind feasibility studies. However, little research to determine the most appropriate
method to produce this representation has been performed. This is due to both the
amount of time that a study such as this would take and the lack of available data which
would go back a sufficient period of time to support such an analysis.
The second objective is to use standard, linear regression to develop a more
efficient process for the initial evaluation of sites with the potential to support wind
energy projects. This involves optimization of short-term data collection at multiple sites
to overcome the effect of the seasonality of the wind, thereby providing meaningful and
reliable data.
In this thesis, the accuracy of a number of potential methods of estimation, as
defined by comparison to a reference set of data, is evaluated. These methods are also
examined for possible points of failure, such as seasonal variations within the data set, the
affect of the target station specifications and the length of the data set.
4.2 Importance
The ability to estimate a historical data set based on a short-term data set would
be beneficial in two important ways: time and money, when compared to meterological
tower data measured over a long-term period. This advantage is obvious and this is the
reason why a majority of wind energy feasibility studies will use some form of long-term
data set estimation method. The methodology behind this is something which has not
had the extensive study which it deserves. Overall complexity in choosing the optimal
method for a particular site is daunting, discouraging this task from being undertaken by
the persons during completion of these assessments. Minor differences between long-
term wind speeds could lead to large variations in turbine production and consequently,
economic viability of a project.
Improved efficiency within the initial assessment of sites could perhaps provide a
solution to the current backlog of potentially viable wind energy projects. Due to the
nature of the wind, projects feasibility assessments are site specific. Because of this any
data collection is much more valuable than the exclusive use of macro scale resources
such as wind maps. Due to both financial and time constraints, not all potentially viable
sites can be evaluated. Instead, perhaps through the use of a remote sensing system to
allow only minimal initial investment, multiple sites could be evaluated simultaneously
over the course of a year by rotating the remote sensing system between these sites. It
would be hoped that by doing this, it may be possible to reduce or even eliminate the
effect of seasonality. Better understanding of either of these uses would provide a great
benefit to the determination of acceptable locations for the broader purposes of wind
energy development in the U.S.
4.3 Process
The following describes the general step-by-step process used to estimate a long-
term energy density value based on a short-term period of data. The first step is to gather
relatively basic information about the site under study, referred to as the target site. This
information includes, at a minimum, the location of the site and a measured short-term
data set, although more background knowledge may often be helpful. The data set for the
target site must include data with a minimum interval of one hour or less, to properly
calculate the energy density later in the process. It must also be properly examined, with
erroneous data points either removed or replaced through some reliable alternative.
Once the basic information about the target site has been identified, it is then
necessary to find potential long-term reference sites for comparison. These sites must be
of a reasonable historical period (typically a minimum of 10 years), minimum data
interval of one day and with reasonable data availability. Reference sites are to be chosen
based upon the quality of their data, elevation in relation to the target site and distance
from the target site. All of these quantities are largely relative to each individual project
and may vary greatly based upon location, terrain, prevailing wind direction, etc. The
best gauge of the overall appropriateness for a comparison between two sites is the
correlation coefficient between any coincident periods of data. In gauging proper
distance between a target and reference site it will again depend largely upon a great
number of variables but in general, distances greater than 100 km must be carefully
examined for suitability. Careful examination into time of flight delays of the wind
regime must also be taken into account with respect to the general wind rose over a large
area. An example of a potential configuration between the target site and nearby
reference sites is given below as Figure 21.
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It is at this point when comparison of data sets is completed, with the first step
being the alignment of each data set to a coincident time period. An example of this is
provided below over only a one week time period in Table 4.
Table 4: Example Comparison of Data Sets over Coincident Time Period, Daily
Average Wind Speed, m/s
25-Jun-03 8.66 2.42 2.47 3.09 2.78
26-Jun-03 6.97 3.19 2.11 3.24 3.70
27-Jun-03 6.83 3.19 4.27 4.22 4.48 3.34
28-Jun-03 5.74 1.70 1.80 1.75 2.31 2.73
29-Jun-03 6.17 2.52 3.09 2.62 3.40 3.81
30-Jun-03 4.86 2.47 3.09 3.40 3.40 2.16
The missing data within Reference Site t #1 are data that were removed during the data-
filtering process. The data from the target has much higher wind speeds than the
reference sites, resulting from a better site location and/or higher data measurements
above ground level. However, this discrepancy will not affect the final results, provided
that the data sets do not undergo any changes in consistency such as sensor changes or
movement of the tower location.
In each of the methods implemented, with the exception of the multiple regression
analysis, the best reference data set was used for comparison based upon a subjective
analysis. The subjective nature of this decision incorporates all of the factors mentioned
such as: correlation coefficient, distance between target and reference, elevation,
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exposure, wind rose, data availability, changes in instrumentation and changes in nearby
obstacles. This has long been the method of determination for suitable reference stations
within the wind energy industry.
At this point, the long-term analysis may be performed for the target site using the
coincident data available for whichever method is being used. For this example, a linear
regression method will be used to show the proper steps needed to be taken. A regression
comparison between the target site and a single reference site is provided below as Figure
18
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Figure 22: Example Linear Regression Analysis between Target and Reference Site
This example provides parameters of mn and b with an equation describing the
long-term wind speed at the target site as y = nix + b. The respective parameters and
equations will vary for each method but generally the overall methodology of comparing
the coincident data periods is true across most methods. In this particular example, the
long-term equation is found to be y =1.168x + 1.863 where y is the long-term wind speed
at the target site and x is the long-term wind speed at the reference site. With the long-
term wind speed at the reference site previously determined, this value may be plugged in
to the equation. In this example, the reference long-term was found to be 4.21 m/s, with
y=1.168(4.21) + 1.863 resulting in a long-term wind speed at the target site of 6.78 m/s.
Once this long-term value is determined the question must be asked as to how reliable
this result is. The most appropriate means in determining this is through the R 2, or
coefficient of determination. This value shows the proportion of variability accounted for
by the model and thus provides a direct statistical measure of how well future outcomes
are likely to be predicted. R2 ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 showing that the data sets have no
correlation and 1 having a perfect correlation.
With the expected long-term wind speed at the target site now known, all
available data from the target site, in the original time interval, should then be scaled by a
factor of the long-term target wind speed over the mean value of the target data set. This
scaling must be completed to provide a data set with the expected long-term mean wind
speed and reduce, as much as possible, any effects associated with seasonality in the data
set. From this scaled data set, the wind speed distribution is then found with the data
interval still being at or less than one hour to properly account for the distribution of the
wind at this site. The distribution will be taken as the frequency of the wind during a
typical 8,760 hour year.
Using this distribution, the energy density may then be found with Table 5
showing necessary values in completing this calculation.
Table 5: Example Calculation of Energy Density
1 127 0.0146 0.015 1 0.01
2 266 0.0306 0.061 8 0.24
3 521 0.0600 0.180 27 1.62
4 799 0.0919 0.367 64 5.88
5 1022 0.1176 0.588 125 14.70
6 1138 0.1309 0.785 216 28.27
7 1099 0.1264 0.885 343 43.37
8 955 0.1098 0.878 512 56.22
9 762 0.0877 0.789 729 63.92
10 563 0.0648 0.648 1000 64.81
11 385 0.0443 0.488 1331 59.02
12 308 0.0355 0.426 1728 61.33
13 228 0.0262 0.340 2197 57.50
14 166 0.0191 0.268 2744 52.46
15 138 0.0159 0.238 3375 53.56
16 96 0.0111 0.178 4096 45.45
17 68 0.0078 0.133 4913 38.37
18 51 0.0059 0.105 5832 34.16
19 33 0.0037 0.071 6859 25.72
20 19 0.0022 0.044 8000 17.47
21 11 0.0013 0.028 9261 12.17
22 3 0.0004 0.008 10648 3.91
23 1 0.0001 0.003 12167 1.41
24 0 0.0000 0.001 13824 0.53
25 0 0.0000 0.000 15625 0.00
Totals: 8760 1 7.527 742.11
Where column one is each wind speed bin that is being evaluated, column two is the
wind speed distribution in hours, column three is the wind speed distribution given as a
percentage, column four is the percentage wind speed distribution multiplied by the
respective wind speed bin, column five is the cubic value of each respective wind speed
bin and the final column is the product of the fourth and fifth columns. In finding the
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wind energy density, the sum of all values in this final column is used with the following
equation [AWS Scientific 1997]:
1 N
WPD = (p)z (v ) Equation 19
2N i=1
Where p is the average annual air density (kg/m3) , v3 is the summation value found from
the table, which in the case of this example would be 742.11 and the energy density is
given in W/m 2. So, using this same example with an assumed air density of 1.12 kg/m 3,
the energy density at the target site is found to be 416 W/m2. This value represents the
estimated long-term energy density of the target location based on a one-year data set
from the target site analyzed with respect to one reference site. Ideally, this result will be
found over multiple reference sites in the hope that these multiple sites would converge
upon a single expected value with more weight placed upon reference sites which are
more similar in terms of correlation, distance to target, elevation, etc.
For the purposes of this study, this energy density result will be estimated based
on the reference site with the highest value of R 2, over various data lengths for all
potential methods being analyzed. This result may then be compared to the known result
for the target station based on long-term collected data. Ordinarily, long-term data sets
would not be available for the sites under study however; the target sites chosen for this
study were done so specifically to validate the results based upon known measured
values. The final result of this would then be a graph of the error comparing these two
results versus the data length being analyzed. Each of the various methods can be
compared in this way. An ideal example of this is provided here as Table 23, this graph
provides an approximation to a somewhat exaggerated comparison across the various
data periods to the expected results for this type of analysis. Each of the various colors is
representative of a single target station and the overall trend of the error in energy density
will provide be reduced as the time period increases.
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Figure 23: Example Results for Linear Regression Method versus Data Period
4.4 Methods Introduced
A number of potential models for the purpose of long-term wind speed projection
are evaluated in this report. These methods were not found to be used within the current
wind energy industry, but many have been introduced in various forms within the field of
academics.
In performing an analysis of the long-term wind speed, respective data sets from
the target and reference stations act as pairs of independent and dependent variables { (xi,
yi): i=l,...,n}. This may best be visualized by displaying these variables upon a scatter
plot, where y may be the predicted value of the response obtained by the particular
method being used at that time. This response is always calculated as (observed-
predicted), rather than the other way around, with any differences between observed and
predicted values known as residuals. Before attempting to create a model based on the
observed data, it will typically be useful to determine if there is any significant
relationship between these variables of interest and also to have some general idea as to
which model could potentially represent this relationship best.
Models can be used to interpolate or extrapolate, with the difference being that
interpolating between these points is to make a prediction within this range of values in
the sample while extrapolation is to make a prediction which lies outside this range.
Interpolation is generally safe and will yield reliable results. The further removed that the
predicted result is from the range of values used in fitting the model, the more uncertain
this result becomes. Long-term wind speed prediction will always result from
interpolation. The other important point to note about any fitted model of data is that the
result is considered to be more reliable when the model is built on a larger number of
observations. The result when using a larger number of observations will not necessarily
be more accurate, although often times it will be, but rather much more confidence may
be placed in this result.
Each parameter estimate found through this type of analysis may be viewed as a
random variable drawn from a given probability distribution. If the mean of this
distribution is then equal to the true value of the parameter that is estimated, then it may
be considered that the estimator is unbiased. In addition, the estimator is termed to be
consistent if it has the ability to take advantage of additional data to generate a more
accurate estimate, which will typically be the case when evaluating long-term wind
speeds.
4.4.1 Regression Analysis
4.4.1.1 Polynomial
It may sometimes occur, when analyzing data within a regression relationship,
that the relationship between the independent (x) variable and the dependent (y) variable
will appear as though it follows a non-linear relationship. In these cases, the use of a
polynomial model may be considered more appropriate. Potentially non-linear
relationships between the data sets are the motivation for analysis of this method as well
as the other non-linear regression models introduced within this paper. This function
may fit a kth order polynomial to the data set by the following equation [Stats Direct 2008]:
y = b+ mx+ mx 2 +...+m xk  Equation 20
Where y is the predicted long-term wind speed for the polynomial model with regression
parameters m1 to mk for each order of the polynomial and intercept b. The hope of using
the polynomial model, as compared to linear regression, is to add various powers of the x
variable to the function in an effort to increase the correlation between the two data sets.
The order of the polynomial should be increased until the point where adding another
term will not improve the relationship between the variables. Based upon brief analysis
with the order, it was determined that a 3rd order polynomial would be used as the model
within this analysis.
4.4.1.2 Logarithmic
Another non-linear fit examined for the purpose of long-term wind speed analysis
is the use of logarithmic regression. This model relates the independent variable (x) to
the dependent y by the formula [Brannic 2008]:
y = m In(x) + b Equation 21
Where y is the predicted long-term wind speed and m and b are the parameters of the
model. This type of model is typically best suited for use with ordinal data, that is, data
which contains variables with two ordered categories.
4.4.1.3 Power
The power regression model works much in the same way that the logarithmic
model does, as this form is based upon the linear regression model with both axes having
been scaled logarithmically. This model is used to fit the input data sets to the following
function [Barbouis 2007]:
y = mx b Equation 22
Where m is the amplitude and b is the exponent of the fitting function.
4.4.1.4 Multiple Regression Analysis
The method of multiple regression analysis (MRA) has been widely used in
modeling the cause and effect relationship that exist between various data sets,
expressing this relationship through the equation [Berkley University 2008]:
y = mx, + m2x 2 +...m x + b Equation 23
Where n is the number of independent variables being examined within the model, the m-
values are parameters corresponding to each of the independent (x) values and b is a
constant value, referring to the intercept. In the case of this analysis, each of the
independent (x) variables is the historical mean wind speed for each of the reference
stations examined. The motivation behind this method is the potential use of a number of
different reference stations which would be weighted based upon the strength of the
relationship, or correlation. The task of estimating the parameters of the MRA method is
conceptually identical to linear model with the difference being that the relationship may
no longer be thought of as choosing a line in a two-dimensional diagram. Instead, there
is an arbitrarily large number of explanatory variables estimated by a plane selected such
that the error, referring to the vertical distance between the actual value of y and that of
the estimated plane will be at a minimum.
4.4.1.5 Stepwise
The method of stepwise regression is a systematic method for adding and
removing terms from within a multi-linear model upon the basis of their statistical
significance within the regression model. This method will start with an initial fit and
then compare the explanatory power of incrementally larger and smaller models. At each
step within this process, the p-value of an F-statistic is computed to test both with and
without a potential term. Each time a term is introduced into this model, the null
hypothesis is that the term would contain a zero coefficient when added to this model. If
there happens to be sufficient evidence to reject this null hypothesis, this term is then
added to this model or conversely, if all terms are within the initial model, the term may
be removed from the model. If there is sufficient evidence to reject this, the term would
then be removed from the model.
The main approaches in carrying out this stepwise regression method may include
either forward selection, backward elimination or through some combination of both of
these. The forward selection process would be starting with no variables in the model
and then trying each of these variables one at a time for statistical significance while the
backward elimination would involve starting with all potential terms and eliminating
ones that are deemed not to be statistically significant. Depending on the terms being
included within the initial model and the order of the terms moving in and out, this
method could potentially build different models from the same data sets. In the case that
all terms are considered statistically significant, the model would revert to that of the
simple linear regression model.
4.4.2 Variance Ratio
One potential problem identified with the regression techniques mentioned is that
the variance of the predicted wind speed about the mean would be smaller than that of the
variance observed through measured wind speeds by a factor equal to R 2 from the line of
the regression fit [Rogers 2005]. This result may then lead to a bias in predictions within the
wind speed distribution. For this reason, another model has been created which
incorporates both the mean and standard deviation of the measured values from the target
and reference sites. This model will start with the assumption that a linear model will
make the best approximation for the data set, thus using the linear regression equation of:
y = mx + b
Finding the variance of this equation may then be determined as
2 (y)= 2 (mx + b) = m 2(x)
Then, by setting
m 2 =a 2(y)/2(x)
This yields the variance ratio model, given as [Rogers 20051:
Equation 24
Where y represents the mean of data set, a represents the standard deviation of the data
set, y represents the target site long-term mean wind speed and x is the reference site
long-term mean wind speed.
4.4.3 Weibull Scale
The Weibull scale method is a relatively simple, empirical, method which
computes a linear manipulation of data directly within the Weibull probability density
function form based upon the A and k values, i.e. the scale and shape parameters,
respectively. This method has the assumption that the relationship between the Weibull
distribution parameters will follow the following general relationship [Thogersen 20071:
Y-(y -(ay/6x),Ux)+(ay/a./
short
Ang =target Ang Equation 25
target rt reference
rference
Where 2 is the distribution parameters which are under consideration (Weibull A and k).
The scaling for this method is a fairly radical assumption and because of this, a good
directional distribution correlation is required for the calculation to consistently work.
The primary advantage of the Weibull scale method is that it will match the nature of the
wind at most locations, however application of this method should be done with caution
at locations that contain significantly non-Weibull distributions. Determination of the
long-term wind speed from this method will require look-up of the appropriate Weibull
distributions unless the user would prefer to work directly with the Weibull parameters in
energy calculation estimates.
4.4.4 Markov Chain
A Markov chain is a stochastic process which may be parameterized through the
empirical estimation of transition probabilities between the discrete states within an
observed system. This probability estimation of wind speed states from an available time
series helps to obtain predictions for such statistical parameters as the mean, standard
deviation and correlation coefficient of a synthetically generated future data set. This
Markov chain method is a well known statistical model, primarily used in shorter term
wind speed prediction applications in the past, although the potential use within long-
term analysis is something that has been explored in meteorological applications in the
past and is worth exploration for use within this paper. The primary difference between
this method and others being explored within this paper is that the Markov chain
approach uses no reference station but rather only the shortest possible data interval for
any respective target station.
Within this approach, the observed time series data is divided into a number of
states. A given wind speed state will contain wind speeds between certain values. An
example is that state 1 may include values below 1 m/s, state 2 would contain values
between 1 and 2 m/s, etc. up until the final wind speed state where all speeds have been
included. These upper and lower limits for these states are fairly subjective values, with
little potential for optimization for a general case. The definition of the current state will
be defined upon the previous state; this is known as the first-order Markov chain. The
probabilities of transition from one state to the next are given with the use of a probability
transition matrix. The matrix of a first-order Markov chain with m states may be written
symbolically as [Aksoy 2004]:
P Piz ... Plm
P21 P22 .. P2m
Sm Pm2 ... P
Where Pij is the probability of transition when moving from state i to state j. The number
of parameters introduced will be m(m-1), as the sum of the probabilities will be equal to
one for any given row of the matrix. If ni is taken as the total number of data points
observed in state j with the previous state i, the probability of this transition may be
calculated as [Aksoy 2004]:
n " Equation 26
With the transition probability matrix calculated, the generation of the sequences
of wind speed states is then introduced with an initial state being selected, given as i.
Random values between 0 and 1 are then produced with a uniform random number
generator. For the next wind speed state, this value of the random number was then
compared to the elements of the ith row of the transition probability matrix. If the
uniform random number is found to be greater than the cumulative probability of the
previous state but less than or equal to the cumulative probability of the following state,
then the following state is adopted. The states are then converted to synthetic wind speed
data using the relationship [Shamshad 2005]:
V = V, + Z (V, - V,) Equation 27
Where VI and V,r are the wind speed state boundaries and Zi is the uniform random
number (0,1) generated for analysis of that particular transition probability.
4.4.5 Artificial Neural Networks
Work with artificial neural networks (ANN) is motivated by the recognition that
the computational process of the human brain and any conventional digital computer
operates in two completely different ways. The brain is an extremely complex, and most
importantly nonlinear, information-processing system which is able to use neurons to
perform common computations at a much faster rate than any digital computer in
existence at this time. A neural network is a machine designed to model the process of
the human brain performing a specific task or function which is of interest. Motivation
for using a model such as this is due to the flexibility that it would provide in being able
to replicate any relationship between data using the same model.
A typical ANN model will resemble the brain in two important respects. The first
being how the knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment through a type
of learning process and the second being the interneuron connection strengths, referred to
as synaptic weights, which are used to store any knowledge acquired during the process.
The procedure which is used to perform this learning process is referred to as the learning
algorithm, which is used to modify these synaptic weights within the network in an
orderly fashion in an effort to attain a desired design objective. The neural network is
implemented either through implementation on electronic components or simulated
within a software package on a digital computer.
A neural network derives its computing power through the use of its massively
parallel distributed structure as well as the ability to learn and generalize for all potential
inputs. It is the information-processing capabilities which make it possible for neural
networks to solve large-scale problems which are considered to be either too complex or
unable to be solved using more commonly used methods. Rather, the complex problem
of interest will be decomposed into a series of relatively simple tasks and networks are
assigned a subset of the tasks which match their respective capabilities.
Some of the more important properties or capabilities of a neural network are the
following:
- Nonlinearity: Artificial neurons can be used as either linear or nonlinear. The
network itself would be classified as nonlinear, as this is made up of an
interconnection of nonlinear neurons. Nonlinearity is an extremely important
property when considering that many problems needing to be solved used
ANN would be of the nonlinear or complex variety.
- Input-Output Mapping: This is a popular form of learning which involves
supervised learning to modify the synaptic weights of a neural network
through applying a data set of training samples. The network is modified in
an effort to minimize the difference between the desired response and actual
response of the network which is being produced through the input signal until
the point where the network is able to reach a steady state where there is no
further significant changes to be made to the synaptic weights.
- Adaptivity: There is a built-in capacity within ANN to adapt the synaptic
weights to various changes within the surrounding environment. A typical
neural network could also be retrained to deal with minor changes in the
operating conditions in a fairly straight-forward and easily implemented
manner.
The neuron can be thought of as an information-processing unit which is
fundamental to the operation of the human nervous system as well as any neur al network
IBarhou 20071. The model of a neuron, which is able to form the basis for design of ANN, is
shown here as Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Model of a Neuron rIakii 1999]
Three basics elements of the model of the neuron have been identified as
important features for the translation of the neuron within the human nervous system and
the artificial neuron used in modelization. At the first level is the set of synapses, each of
which are to be characterized by a weight of its own. The signal xj located at the input of
synapse j connected to neuron k is being multiplied by its respective synaptic weight Wksj.
Unlike the synapse within the human brain, it is possible for the synaptic weight of an
artificial neural network to lie within a range that includes values below zero. At the next
level is the summation of the input signals having been weighted by each of their
respective synapses. At the final level of the model is an activation function used for
limitation of the amplitude of the output of a neuron. This activation function may also
be ieferred to as the squashing function as it limits the permissible range of amplitude for
the output signal in finding some finite value. The neuron model may also include an
external bias, denoted in the model by bk, which has the effect of either increasing or
decreasing the net input of the activation function.
The neuron k may be described mathematically through the following equations:
Uk = WkjX
J=' Equation 28
Yk = eP(uk +bk) Equation 29
Where xl,x2,...,Xm are the input signals; wkl,wk2,...,wkm are the synaptic weights of
neuron k; uk is linear combiner output derived from the input signals; bk is the bias; (p(-) is
the activation function; and yk is the output signal of the neuron model. When using a
bias bk, the affect of applying an affine transformation to the output uk is given by the
equation [Haykin 1999]:
k = uk + b Equation 30
Many various types of activation functions exist for use within the ANN model,
denoted by p(v). The output of a neuron is defined in terms of the induced field v. Three
basic types of activation functions are given in Table 6.
Table 6: Common Activation Functions within ANN [Haykin 1999]
Threshold Function Piecewise-Linear Function Sigmoid Function
[);if v >+% l1;if v >O
=[1;ify+0
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Of primary emphasis when compared to more traditional methods is the ANNs
ability to learn from the surrounding environment as well as to improve its performance
through various learning processes. Learning within a neural network is defined as the
process by which free parameters of a neural network are adapted by a process of
simulation from the environment in which the network is embedded. The type of
learning is determined by the manner in which the parameter changes are taking place
[Barbouis 2007]. This definition implies three important events within a network: it is being
stimulated through its environment, it undergoes some sort of change within its free
parameters as a result of the aforementioned stimulation and it responds in a new way to
its environment due to the changes which have occurred within its internal structure.
The prescribed set of well-defined rules for the necessary solution of the problem
is referred to as the learning algorithm. There is no unique learning algorithm which is
best to use in all situations of ANN design but rather many different types which are to be
used for the appropriate situation. Some of the more commonly used learning algorithms
include error-correction learning, memory-based learning, hebbian learning, competitive
learning, boltzman learning, and supervised learning. When implementing a learning
algorithm, improvement in performance takes place over time in accordance with a
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predefined measure. Ideally, the ANN will become more knowledgeable with each
iteration of the learning process and thus produce a more reliable result.
When dealing in practical neural network design, a vast majority of systems may
be described by one of two classes, these are the multilayer perceptron (MLP) or radial
basis function (RBF) networks. Each of these types of ANN will generally work in any
situation, however each have their own specific strengths and weaknesses.
An MLP network will typically consist of a set of sensory units which constitute
the input layer, one or more hidden layers of a given number of hidden computational
nodes, and an output layer of computational nodes. The input signal feed into this
network will then propagate through the network in a forward direction, upon a layer-by-
layer basis where the results will be adjusted by the synaptic weights. In the backward
pass these synaptic weights are updated through the learning process. This process
continues until the desired goal of the network is reached. A model of a typical MLP
network is shown here as Figure 25.
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A different approach is taken when using the RBF network. That is. the network is
thought of as a curve-fitting approximation problem within a highly-dimensional space.
In this sense, the learning is equivalent to finding a surface within this multidimensional
space which will provide the best fit to the training data taken in some statistical sense.
This approach is best described within Cover's theorem on the separability of patterns
113rhouis 2(X)71 Additionally, a generalization of this best fit function is then used on this
multidimensional surface for interpolation of the test data. The construction of a RBF
will typically involve three separate layers; the input layer which is made up of source
nodes, a single highly dimensional hidden layer where a nonlinear transformation is
applied to the source, and finally a linear output layer which supplies the resulting
response of the network. A model of an RBF network is shown here as Figure 26.
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Figure 26: RBF Network Model [Haykin 1999]
Both MLP and RBF networks are universal approximators and therefore have
many aspects in common with each other. There are also some key differences between
the two. The general difference between the two is that the MLP network is used more
often for classification of data while the RBF is used for interpolation. For the specific
case of long-term wind data analysis it is unknown which of these networks would be
considered more appropriate for use which is the reason why both are attempted within
this analysis.
4.5 Seasonality Affect
It is commonly acknowledged that a minimum of one year of data must be
collected for a wind resource study to account for the varying effects upon the wind
resource due to the changing seasons. Specifically looking at the role that seasonality, or
the affect of analyzing partial years of data, will play in any type of analysis for long-
term wind speed is significant. This effect could not only decrease the accuracy of results
but also the reliability as well, this being demonstrated in the results for any of the
methods analyzed. This problem may be especially true during the extreme, low or high,
periods of wind speed. Even with the better methods, errors upwards of 40% off of the
actual result are occasionally found when using a low number of data points. The
possibility of errors of this magnitude would put results with minimal data into serious
doubt even in the best of situations. In completing a thorough analysis of a given target
site, it would not be recommended to rely on data from less than one full year but
especially from only a few months.
This does not mean that this short-term data cannot be useful however, as the
possibility of using this short term data could be beneficial in the prospecting of new
sites. These sites may then be further analyzed over a longer term period if it is found
that this initial data collection shows promise. To further examine the accuracy of these
short-term data periods, a general analysis was conducted across all target sites looking
for the high, low and mean months in terms of wind speed within the United States. This
analysis provided the results in Table 7 below.
Table 7: General High, Low and Mean Months in Terms of Wind Speed
ug Jul, riug y-Uct ApL -J.c
Jan Jan, Feb Jan, Feb, Mar Nov-Apr Oct-Jun
Oct Oct, Nov Sep, Oct, Nov Feb-Jul Dec-Aug
--- Jan, Aug Jan, Aug, Oct Jan-Mar, Jul-Sep ---
In addition to the mean of consecutive months, the 2, 3 and 6 months non-
consecutive means were found through a combination of the low and high values. The
long-term wind speed was determined for each of these respective periods and
consequently, the energy density value was determined for each target site.
4.6 Comparison of Results
4.6.1 Energy Density
With the main focus upon this analysis being the application of long-term wind
speed assessment for the wind energy industry, the results of this comparison should
reflect this. That being the case, it was decided that the determination of the energy
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density (W/m 2) is the optimal method of comparison rather than a direct comparison of
the long-term wind speed values themselves. To accomplish this, there are a few steps
which are completed:
* Determine historical mean wind speed of the reference station;
* Estimate parameters of the correlation model (between reference and
target data sets);
* Using these parameters and the historical mean wind speed of the
reference station, estimate the long-term wind speed of the target station;
* Scale the target station data set to achieve a mean value of that found as
the long-term wind speed;
* From this scaled data set the energy density value is then calculated.
The major advantage to this approach will be the ability for the result to account
for the distribution of the data, rather than just the mean value. The estimate of long-term
energy density for the period in question may then be compared to the observed long-
term energy density at the target station. The absolute percentage error may then be
examined for each respective method and over all potential periods of comparison in an
effort to provide a conclusion for this analysis. This result for the absolute percentage
error is given by:
1- WPDresut/WPDlong
term Equation 31
4.6.2 Results to be Examined
A thorough analysis of significant results must be completed following the
generation of the absolute percentage error in energy density for all potential methods.
Prior to looking at these results a number of factors which are anticipated to play a
significant role in this analysis have been identified:
- Methods introduced: comparison to the current industry standard,
positive/negative aspects as well as possible points of failure for each model are
examined. Analysis of these methods being introduced is considered to be the
primary focus for the conclusions of this paper. These methods are judged
primarily upon three factors: accuracy, reliability and repeatability. Based upon
the analysis to be performed, all of these factors would be easily analyzed with
accuracy being the primary driver of the results of this analysis and reliability and
repeatability easily examined due to multiple sites being examined.
- Seasonality affect: theoretically, the long-term model should have the ability to
account for this when making its comparison to the reference data set. However,
when introducing the distribution of short-term measured data, this may provide
significantly different results of energy density at periods less than one year. A
more thorough analysis of exactly what impact the seasonality may have and how
to account for this impact is completed. The hope is that this will provide a more
efficient method of initial site assessment.
- Data period: analysis of each of the methods introduced is conducted in an effort
to determine which methods performed based with respect to the data period. It is
the hope that this may provide an answer, however vague and subjective it may
be, to know what the minimum data period required before completing an initial
study of the long-term wind speed at any given site. This could provide insight
into the optimal time to start an initial study, although it is recognized that a
minimum of one full year of data will more than likely remain the requirement for
both accurate and reliable results.
- Affect of terrain: looking at the results of similar terrain types, target sites will be
grouped by its general terrain type and analyzed to determine if any of the
methods performed better with respect to this variable. If a noticeable trend does
exist, it would provide a valuable differentiator at the initial stages as to which
method is preferable.
CHAPTER 5 - Results
5.1 Test Data
A great deal of effort went into locating quality long-term data for use as target
sites as well as their associated reference sites. In an effort to better understand this data,
an overview of the data used within this overall analysis is provided in this section with
general parameters of the sites, specific methods of filtering and the overall process of
how this data was prepared for actual analysis of the results.
5.1.1 Target Site Information
It was attempted to find as many sites with what could be considered a long-term
data period as possible while having an interval of one hour or less between all points.
This proved extremely difficult to accomplish and because of this, some target sites
contain as little as three years of data. This is obviously not an ideal situation but the
lower number of data points should have a maximum effect only on the order of
approximately 2% deviation in wind speed and thus the overall integrity of the results of
this analysis should remain intact [Anderson 2008]. Data within the target site was found
working backward from the most recent data point, i.e. for the one month data period the
last one month of data was used, for the one year data period the most recent full year
was used. A majority of the target sites used within the analysis are considered to be
proprietary information, and for this reason no specific site name or location is provided.
Information on these target sites is provided in Table 8.
Table 8: Information of Target Sites Used within Analysis
LOC I Closed WI 480 10 30 1.19 01-Jan-00 31-Dec-06
MEl Croplands NE 361 6 60 1.19 25-May-01 02-Jun-08
MIP Needleleaf OR 1310 32 30 1.08 01-Jan-02 31-Dec-07
MMF Broadleaf IN 275 48 60 1.20 01-Jan-99 31-Dec-06
SYW Mixed MI 540 37 30 1.19 01-Jan-01 31-Dec-06
WGR Grasslands ID 1807 20 10 1.02 02-Nov-01 17-Sep-07
BAC Coastal MA 0 15 10 1.25 28-Nov-00 16-Jul-08
THI Coastal MA 4 40 10 1.24 04-Nov-01 01-Jul-08
ALR Mountainous PA 820 50 10 1.13 17-Apr-03 19-May-09
MEH Croplands IL 284 50 10 1.21 29-Dec-02 30-Oct-06
HOW Croplands IA 416 60 10 1.18 17-Oct-04 19-May-09
NOD Croplands MO 372 50 10 1.18 21-Oct-04 19-May-09
BAL Croplands IL 265 60 10 1.20 11-Oct-04 19-May-09
INN Croplands IN 272 50 10 1.19 28-Oct-04 19-May-09
CHO Croplands MN 356 60 10 1.20 29-Dec-04 19-May-09
HAR Croplands OH 298 60 10 1.19 11-Mar-05 26-Apr-08
MED Mountainous MT 1215 60 10 1.09 07-Jul-05 20-Apr-08
VIK Grasslands MN 413 50 10 1.19 19-Aug-05 19-May-09
ELK Grasslands KS 352 60 10 1.17 10-Sep-05 19-May-09
TIM Croplands MN 530 50 10 1.17 03-Nov-05 19-May-09
SAN Grasslands OK 668 60 10 1.12 18-Dec-05 19-May-09
CLI Croplands IN 274 50 10 1.19 26-Oct-04 19-Mar-08
These sites provide a decent range of the various types of sites which may be
encountered across various geographical and topographical features. In all, there are 23
target sites evaluated which would lead to the same number of data points under
evaluation for each long-term method. This is expected to provide a valid sample size in
determining any potential trends within the methods.
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5.1.2 Reference Site Information
For each of the target sites to be analyzed, a number of reference sites were
studied to identify the five best reference sites for the long-term analysis. The best
reference sites were determined based upon the number of data points, availability of
data, any changes occurring within the sensors, distance from the target site or obstacles
within the immediate area. All of the reference data was found using National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) daily, long-term data which is publicly available online [NCDC 2006].
For each of the methods using a reference station, the single best data set out of the five
examined was used. This best station was determined subjectively through variables
such as: correlation coefficient, distance from target station, elevation, exposure, data
availability, length of data and uncertainty due to instrumentation change. This
subjective analysis was considered appropriate as this is currently the way that reference
data is chosen for analysis within the wind energy industry. The methods which are the
exception to this approach are the Markov Chain, which does not use any reference data,
and the Multiple Regression Analysis, which uses all five reference stations available.
Another point considered for these sites is the installation of a sonic anemometer
to replace the cup anemometer on a significant number of the reference sites used within
this analysis. It has been found that the sonic anemometers measure the wind speed at a
lower value than that of the cup anemometer. For the purpose of this study, all data after
the installation of the sonic anemometer was scaled by a factor of 4% which has been
found to be the approximate average of this underestimation [Wind Energy Resource Study - V-bar
2009]. The specifications of the reference locations are provided as Appendix A to this
report.
5.1.3 Test Data Filtering
All data, both target and reference, was rigorously filtered for erroneous data
points. Each target site data set was filtered manually for the duration of the data while
the reference station data is filtered by NCDC prior to be uploaded online. In addition,
data prior to 1990 was not used at the reference stations due to fear of change in
equipment or surroundings during a much longer period. For use in analysis, three
separate data files were generated. The first of these is the target data with the smallest
interval, this file is used when no reference station is being compared. This includes the
Markov chain model but, more importantly, the calculation of the energy density. A
daily data file is also generated, consisting of the target and all reference data during a
coincident time period. For each of these daily data points, those with availability lower
than 80% were eliminated, this is for either the target or reference station. Missing data
points are not considered during analysis. Finally, monthly data points are generated
using the previously filtered daily data. For each monthly data point, those with
availability of 70% or less are eliminated and not considered within analysis.
5.2 Model Programming
All methods analyzed were done so through automated implementation using the
MATLAB software program. This allows for this large number of target sites to be
analyzed for all methods in a relatively short period of time and also for ease of future
implementation of long-term analysis for any given target site. All MATLAB files are
provided as Appendix B to this paper. Comments were added throughout to provide
insight into what the code is doing but a general overview of these files is also provided
here.
The 'index' file is the primary file to be used for the analysis of the long-term
methods, with user defined inputs of the target identifying name, number of days to
analyze (working backward) and the interval of the data. From here, the program will
import the data for the specified target from the 'test_data' folder located within the same
folder as all code files. A training data set is then generated with each of the reference
data sets for the number of specified days and empty data points are removed from the
set. Specifications of the data set are then calculated, providing the total number of data
points to be analyzed and the correlation coefficient. All remaining data is then taken as
testing data for use with the artificial neural network methods.
At the bottom of this file are a number of subroutines which each correspond to a
long-term method to be evaluated. Each of these corresponds to a separate file which is
run using inputs provided from the original 'index' file. These inputs vary by method
and what specific information is needed for each. Many of these files are relatively
simple and thus, should be easy to interpret.
The calculation of the energy density is done using the 'energydensity' file. The
user defined inputs for this include the same three as the 'index' file as well as the air
density and long-term wind speed, which is the value found from the long-term
methodology calculation. The data is imported and separated in the same way as for the
long-term methods. The distribution is then calculated as described within the
Methodology section of this report. For the Weibull scale method, the file
'energydensity_wblscale' is used as no long-term wind speed is generated using this
method. Instead the distribution is calculated directly from the Weibull parameters.
5.3 Testing Results
Results for all methods are quantified by the average difference in energy density
between the blind-calculated value and the measured value for all target sites across the
pre-determined data periods of 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, 1 year,
1.5 years, 2 years, 2.5 years and 3 years. The number of target sites and data periods
studied allows solid conclusions to be drawn regarding the accuracy and reliability for
each of these methods, and will facilitate analysis and discussion of other factors
influencing long-term wind speed analysis, such as: seasonality, target station
specifications and the data period analyzed.
5.3.1 Commonly Used Methods
Based upon review of the wind industry studies, two methods of long-term wind
speed projection were used. These methods were found to be linear regression and the
ratio method as previously described in Chapter 3 of this report. The results found for
these methods are provided here along with a brief discussion, in Figure 27 through
Figure 29 and Table 9, with a brief discussion of these results following in Table 10.
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Figure 27: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Linear Regression (Daily)
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Figure 28: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Linear Regression (Monthly)
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Figure 29: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Commonly Used Methods
Table 9: Absolute Percentage Erroi
Method 1 0.081 0.17 T0.2
Linear
Regression
(Daily)
Linear
Regression
(Monthly)
Mean
Min
Max
Std Dev
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Std Dev 10.8
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Table 10: Notes on Commonly Used Methods
Linear Regression
(Daily)
Linear Regression
(Monthly)
- Current state of the art - Assumes target/reference site
- Represents ideal situation relationship is linear
- Less likely to be affected by local wind - Extremely large error with short
fluctuations data period
-No way to determine statisticalRatio Method - Simple to implement
significance
The linear regression (daily) method provides the best results of the different methods
with the lowest mean absolute percentage error across every data period and also the
lowest standard deviation within a majority of the data periods. This result is to be
expected; the review of current industry practices suggests that this method represents the
current state of the art. The linear regression (monthly) method is able to drastically
improve over larger time periods, as shown by an improvement of up to 19.2% in
absolute terms between the 2 month and 1 year periods. However, this method is never
able to reproduce the results of using daily data due to lower number of points with a
difference in the mean result at 3.9% in absolute terms over all data periods. The ratio
method is very easy to implement, but seems to provide an oversimplification of the
analysis and thus worse results. This is evidenced by a 3.6% absolute difference in the
mean results and a 4.4% absolute difference in the standard deviation.
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5.3.2 Methods Introduced
The following are methods developed in this work as potential alternatives to the
current methodologies within the wind energy industry. Because the linear regression
(daily) method has such common usage and has shown clearly superior results to either
the linear regression (monthly) or ratio method based upon the mean absolute percentage
error of the results, it will be used as the basis for comparison of the methods being
introduced. The results found for these methods are provided here along with a brief
discussion, in Figure 30 through Figure 39 and Table i 1, with a brief discussion of these
methods following in Table 12. Results for all target sites for each method are provided
as Appendix C to this paper.
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Figure 30: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Polynomial Regression
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Logarithmic Regression
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Figure 3 1: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Logarithmic Regression
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Figure 32: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Power Regression
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Multiple Regression Analysis
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Figure 33: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Multiple Regression Analysis
Stepwise Regression
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Figure 34: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Stepwise Regression
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Figure 35: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Variance Ratio
Weibull Scale
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Figure 36: Absolute. Percentage Error Results for Weibull Scale
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Figure 37: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Markov Chain
Artificial Neural Network (MLP)
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Figure 38: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Artificial Neural Network (MLP)
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Artificial Neural Network (RBF)
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Figure 39: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Artificial Neural Network (RBF)
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Table 11: Absolute Percentage Error Results for Methods Introduced
1 .2 32.3 28.4 27.0 14.9 .1.4 6.4 5.5 4.6
7.1 1.2 0.1 3.5 1.5 1.2 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.3
73.2 110.9 89.1 55.4 33.4 25.5 21.8 17.0 15.8 12.6
18.0 25.9 21.0 13.3 10.4 8.1 5.8 5.2 3.6 4.0
47.8 51.4 45.3 42.4 40.2 40.8 39.7 40.3 36.5 37.4
0.5 2.2 2.4 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.4 3.5 2.4 3.1
95.9 98.1 99.0 93.9 96.6 94.7 96.0 93.5 94.4 94.6
31.6 30.6 31.8 32.8 31.6 33.3 33.2 31.8 30.6 30.3
29.5 29.6 26.2 22.8 13.1 9.5 7.9 9.5 7.7 9.7
1.9 1.0 2.4 6.7 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.1 2.0
68.3 101.9 80.2 46.7 42.3 34.9 30.5 27.5 27.5 29.0
17.3 23.8 18.2 12.2 11.7 10.2 8.6 8.0 7.9 7.3
13.7 10.8 10.2 11.2 10.4 8.8 6.7 7.9 6.1 6.8
1.5 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.2 1.1 0.2 0.3
37.9 44.0 37.7 38.0 31.4 21.8 14.6 23.0 171 13.5
12.1 11.8 11.4 9.1 9.3 6.8 4.8 6.9 5.5 4.2
16.0 11.5 12.7 13.5 10.8 9.2 7.1 8.1 5.7 6.5
2.9 0.6 0.8 2.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.8
39.6 39.3 35.6 34.9 23.2 20.0 21.1 20.7 17.4 17.4
11.6 10.7 11.0 9.4 7.5 6.8 5.6 6.8 5.5 4.8
15.3 12.6 13.7 13.3 11.4 9.8 8.2 9.4 6.7 7.3
2.6 0.6 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.0 1.4 1.4 0.2 0.0
46.7 42.3 38.1 33.4 24.7 21.1 26.5 21.2 22.9 21.1
12.5 11.4 11.3 9.1 7.6 7.0 6.8 6.8 6.7 5.6
40.7 41.8 40.4 39.3 35.0 37.2 38.5 37.4 37.9 36.8
13.3 12.1 1.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 9.7 12.8 12.8 12.8
79.9 86.0 68.0 101.2 98.2 92.1 95.1 92.1 86.0 76.8
16.8 17.1 16.6 22.7 22.6 19.0 19.5 18.5 16.7 14.2
29.9 28.6 30.2 32.2 34.1 34.9 33.3 33.2 31.4 32.1
0.1 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.8 2.2 0.4 0.8 0.7
98.8 83.9 76.4 71.6 79.9 79.3 79.0 80.6 77.4 78.4
29.3 25.8 23.8 24.1 26.5 26.7 26.7 27.9 26.8 25.7
19.4 12.8 11.9 13.9 11.1 9.1 8.3 9.0 6.7 6.9
2.2 1.4 0.3 0.8 1.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1
62.8 36.4 36.4 34.9 20.0 22.8 24.7 21.8 21.1 21.1
16.9 9.9 11.4 8.9 6.8 7.3 7.0 6.9 6.6 5.8
30.8 18.2 17.1 17.8 16.6 16.8 13.8 14.4 13.5 14.7
4.2 0.8 0.6 3.3 0.6 2.4 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.3
56.9 47.9 52.1 45.6 42.2 47.3 40.1 45.2 44.2 46.6
17.1 13.3 16.8 13.5 13.6 -14.9 12.1 13.1 13.2 13.2
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Table 12: Notes on Methods Introduced
Polynomial
- MOSt Accurate Results During
Certain Data Periods, Suggesting
Potential Non-Linear Aspects of Data
- Much Higher Error with Shorter Data
Periods
- Function does not seem to fit large
Lmajority of correlated data sets
- Much Higher Error with Shorter Data
Periods
Power
- Higher Standard Deviation between
Target Sites
- Performed Particularly Well with
Multiple Regression Analysis
Short Data Periods
- Due to Strength of Data Relationship,
Stepwise Reverted to Simple Linear Regression
Model in all but Two Cases
- Should be Better Representative of
Sites with Drastically Different - Lower Accuracy Results Came from
Variance Ratio Standard Deviation from Target to Same Sites as Linear Regression
Reference
- Highly Inaccurate Across all Data
Periods
Weibull Scale
- Results Suffer as a Result of Using
Daily Data
- Highly Inaccurate Across all Data
Markov Chain
Periods
- Unknown Computation of Results
- High Flexibility to Whichever (Black Box)
Artificial Neural Network (MLP) Relationship is Best Represented by
Data - High Dependence on Length of
Training Data
-Unknown Computation of Results
(Black Box)
- High Flexibility to Whichever
Artificial Neural Network (RBF) Relationship is Best Represented by - High Dependence on Length of
Data Training Data
- Intense Computational Time
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5.3.3 Comparison of Methods
A comparative assessment of the results across all methods and data periods
analyzed is presented here in Table 11 with the lowest absolute percentage error for each
data period presented in bold.
Table 13: Absolute Percentage Error in Energy Density for All Methods and Periods
The mean result of the absolute percentage error across all data periods is
provided below for each method analyzed in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Mean Absolute Percentage Error for All Methods
Based upon analysis of these results, some of the methods introduced are inferior
compared to the current standard of linear regression (daily). These methods include:
logarithmic regression, stepwise regression, Weibull scale, Markov chain and artificial
neural network (RBF). All other methods have performed reasonably well in this
analysis and seem to be accurate and reliable enough that they may be considered as an
alternative to the current industry practices, with either personal preference of the user or
specialized situations of the target and/or reference data sets to be taken into account.
Generally speaking however, the preferred methods based upon this analysis would be
multiple regression analysis and artificial neural network (MLP). With the mean absolute
percentage error result for linear regression across all data periods found to be 12.9% for
shorter term data periods (less than one year) and 7.3% for longer data periods (one year
or greater), the multiple regression analysis provided the more accurate results by 1.6% in
absolute terms or 12.7% in relative terms for the shorter data periods, the results were
equal when looking at the longer data periods. Although, the results for the artificial
neural network (MLP) were not quite as accurate with this method performing 0.9%
worse in absolute terms or 7.0% worse in relative terms for the short data periods and
0.7% worse in absolute terms or 9.2% worse in relative terms for the shorter data periods,
I do believe that there is a lot of value added in the flexibility of this model in that it may
take the form of numerous functions be it linear or non-linear. This is especially true
when dealing with unique sites or influence of non-linear aspects which were found in the
relationship between a number of target and reference sites.
5.3.4 Affect of Seasonality
Specifically looking at the role that seasonality, or the affect of analyzing partial
years of data, will play in the analysis of reliable long-term wind speeds is significant.
This affect could not only decrease the accuracy of results but also the reliability as well,
this being demonstrated in the results for any of the methods analyzed. This problem
may be especially true during the extreme, low or high, periods of wind speed. The
possibility of errors such as these would put results with minimal data into serious doubt.
This affect is especially prohibitive in providing initial results at the large number
of potentially viable sites for wind energy projects. This is a function of the site
specificity of wind euergy projects and an increase in the efficiency in which these sites
are examined would be of great value to the wind industry. For this purpose, an initial
analysis for the expected extreme wind speed months was completed. The best single
year in terms of data availability for target sites was chosen for this analysis; this year
was found to he 2006. The mean results across all target sites were found using the linear
regression (daily) method for each period, with the mean results of this analysis provided
in Figure 41 below as normalized to the long-term energy density at each target site.
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Figure 41: Normalized Energy Density of Extreme Value Short-Term Data Periods
This analysis demonstrates the large variation that exists dependent upon the
seasonality of the data being analyzed. The extreme, both high and low. nonths yield a
large deviation from the long-term expected energy density. In an effort to better display
the existence of the seasonality effect, each individual month in 2006 was used to project
the mean long-ter m energy density values across all target sites. This analysis is
provided here as Figure 42.
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Figure 42: Normalized Energy Density at Single Month Data Intervals
This analysis shows an obvious correlation between the mean wind speed and
over/underestimation of the long-term value of energy density. This would have to do
with both the mean wind speed during these months as well as tie distribution of the
wind speed data.
The use of non-consecutive months of data was found to be even more accuiate
then using the consecutive imean months. This approach could he extrlemely beneficial to
the wind energy industry due to a current overload of potential sites. If shorter term data
would have the ability to identify multiple sites over the course of a single year with the
use of a remote sensing system, efficiency of site prospecting could dramatically improve
while still providing the much highci accuracy when compared to high level projection
tools such as wind resource maps. Another potential use could be the collection of data at
multiple locations to reduce the modeling uncertainty within a wind fatm. These results
show potential to drastically reduce time and financial costs associated with data
collection.
5.3.5 Affect of Target Site Location
The relationship between the target stations and the method used was analyzed,
specifically looking at how each method is able to handle these terrain features. This was
done in an effort to determine if there was any noticeable difference found between sites
of different regions. This is shown here in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Comparison Relationship of Target Site versus Method Used
Based upon analysis of this graph, it appears that there is obviously a great deal of
influence from the reference station accounting for the difference in accuracy of results
between the target sites. Analyzing this further, the target stations were grouped
according to terrain including: grasslands/shrublands (6 sites), croplands (10), coastal (2)
and forested/mountainous (5). Results of this analysis are given in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Comparison Relationship of Terrain Type versus Method Used
The primary difference between terrain types is assumed to be difference due to
the overall quality of the data sets and reference stations. The results primarily remainl
consistent with two items ot note. First being how poorly the forested/mountainous sites
performed with the ratio method when compared to others and also that polynomial
regression performed worse in compaiison to otler terrain types suggesting that a linear
1relationship may provide more accurate results in simple terrain. Consequently this
I
would also then suggest that polynomial regression performed better in complex sites,
suggesting a more non-linear relationship between data sets.
5.3.6 Affect of Time Period
The causal relationship between the method used and the time period is also
examined to better understand the impact of certain periods of comparable data. The
average value across all target sites is found and plotted versus the data period, this graph
is given as Figure 44.
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Figure 45: Analysis of the Affect of the Time Period
The data period provides a large impact upon both the accuracy and reliability of the
results but it is striking how similar the difference over time is for the better methods,
with the possible exception being the shorter data period in the multiple regression
analysis, variance ratio and artificial neural network (MLP). Both the polynomial and
power regression methods perform particularly poorly over the shorter data periods.
Based upon this analysis, it still appears that a minimum of 1 year of data is
recommended for the accuracy of results within a thorough wind resource study as the
improvement with additional data does drop after this point. A data period of 9 months
however seems to be the first point where the large deviations in error begin to subside
and the point where having a period of extreme wind speeds becomes highly unlikely.
This is also, perhaps coincidentally, the point at which all of the methods seem to first
converge from their more variable short term results.
CHAPTER 6 - Conclusions
One of the largest and most difficult to account for uncertainties within the total
energy production of any wind energy project is the long-term wind resource at the
desired site location. The most commonly used, and most trusted, method of
determination for the long-term wind resource is through what is known as the measure-
correlate-predict (MCP) methodology. The general use of this methodology is modeling
of a relationship between short-term wind data measured at a desired target location and
the coincident data from a reference site, leading to the prediction of the long-term wind
speed at the target site. Defining the relationship between these sites may be done using
various methods, with numerous variations on the MCP technique being proposed even
within the last 15 years [Rogers 2005]. The methods may differ greatly in their overall
approach and the results determined.
Based upon review of industry quality studies, the current practices of the wind
energy industry were determined. The methods currently used were found to be both
linear regression and the ratio method, however the linear regression method was found
to be far more prevalent and may be thought of as the current industry standard based
upon review of industry studies and a review of academic journals. Prior to this research,
little work has been completed to comprehensively assess whether this is indeed the
optimal method for long-term wind resource assessment. For this reason, a number of
alternative methods are introduced to compare whether these could provide comparable
or perhaps even superior results than this current standard.
An analysis of a number of these alternative long-term projection methods was
completed. Testing 23 target sites with data measured over what is to be considered a
long-term period was analyzed using a long-term reference station. Results are provided
for all methods as the absolute percentage error in energy density, for all target sites
across the pre-determined data periods of 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months, 9
months, 1 year, 1.5 years, 2 years, 2.5 years and 3 years, taken as the most recent data
from the target station. Given the number of target sites and data periods being studied,
this should provide a solid understanding of the accuracy and reliability for each of these
methods.
The preferred methods based upon this analysis would be multiple regression
analysis and artificial neural network (MLP). With the mean absolute percentage error
result for linear regression across all data periods found to be 12.9% for short term data
periods (less than one year) and 7.3% for longer data periods (one year or greater), the
multiple regression analysis provided the more accurate results by 1.6% in absolute terms
or 12.7% in relative terms for the shorter data periods, the results were equal when
looking at the longer data periods. Although, the results for the artificial neural network
(MLP) were not quite as accurate with this method performing 0.9% worse in absolute
terms or 7.0% worse in relative terms for the shorter data periods and 0.7% worse in
absolute terms or 9.2% worse in relative terms for the shorter data periods, I do believe
that there is a lot of value added in the flexibility of this model in that it may take the
form of numerous functions be it linear or non-linear. This is especially true when
dealing with unique sites or influence of non-linear aspects which were found in the
relationship between a number of target and reference sites.
A more efficient method of initial site assessment and modeling of potential wind
farm sites was also examined based upon the belief that months of expected extreme
wind speeds will provide a consequently extreme result for the energy density. An
analysis was completed for all target stations with the mean results confirming this belief.
When using a data set with a low deviation from the long-term mean wind speed it was
found that the resulting long-term energy density value was far more accurate than
compared to the months of extreme wind speed. This result would then leave the
possibility that a remote sensing system may be rotated around a number of different sites
over the course of one year, allowing an initial assessment to be completed with far more
accuracy than with the use of macro scale tools but also avoid the time constraint of
collection an entire year worth of data. Of greater importance are the results of the non-
consecutive mean period, showing that it is possible to reduce the affect of seasonality by
using a combination of these extreme months. In other words, it could be possible to
rotate a remote sensing system around to multiple locations in an effort to reduce the time
and financial constraints upon data collection.
The causal relationship between the method used and the time period is also
examined to better understand the impact of certain periods of comparable data. The data
period obviously provides a large impact upon both the accuracy and reliability of the
results but it is quite striking how similar the difference over time is for the better
methods, with the possible exception being the shorter data period in the polynomial
regression, power regression, multiple regression analysis, variance ratio and artificial
neural network (MLP). Through analysis of the seasonality analysis and the method used
versus time period it is shown that for an initial assessment of a site or for a reduction of
the modeling uncertainty less than a full year of data may still provide a quality answer
given that the seasonality is properly accounted for through the rotation of a remote
sensing device. Despite the positive findings from this, it is still necessary to collect a
minimum of one full year of data in at least one met tower location before the
construction of a wind turbine or wind farm.
Although this analysis provided insight into the methodology and implications of
using long-term wind speed data from reference sites, there is still a great deal of future
work which could be done on the subject. This would include work which falls outside
of the scope of this thesis, requiring much more attention than could be provided from the
results obtained within this analysis. One potential idea could be analyzing the affect of
the reference stations, rather than a focus upon the target site. It is commonly recognized,
as it is in this thesis, that the correlation coefficient is the optimal method of determining
the strength of the relationship between two data sets. In a practical sense however, it is
not only the data sets alone which may be compared as these are tangible locations where
this data has been collected. This allows for the potential to compare distance, elevation,
topography, number of data points or other potential factors relating the target and
reference sites. An analysis into the optimal method of choosing appropriate reference
sites is another possible way to improve the accuracy of results within long-term
assessment.
Commercial wind resource assessment is still in a rather early stage of
development and the possibilities for refinement or even new methodologies are indeed
prevalent. This would suggest that, while the long-term wind speed is one of the larger
areas of concern within these types of study, there are a number of other impacts which
are worthy of further research as to their accuracy within the implemented results. Some
of these areas may include: wind shear, the effect of temperature and/or air density,
topographical parameters, wind turbine specifications, wind resource modeling, loss
factors in production, uncertainty and also further analysis upon the affect that
seasonality has on the results of an analysis. Research into these various factors may
provide a potentially dramatic effect upon the accuracy and reliability of the production
results of these studies, increasing the overall financial viability of new wind energy
projects and paving the way for a sustainable future.
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APPENDIX A
Reference Station Specifications
Target Station Name Elevation (in) Start Date End Date Sonic Install
HURON REGIONAL ARPT 393 1-Jan-37 19-May-09 ---
MITCHELL (AWOS) 397 1-Nov-49 19-May-09 3-Feb-06
BRK SIOUX FALLS FOSS FIELD 435 1-Oct-42 19-May-09 7-Jun-06
BROOKINGS (AWOS) 502 1-Jan-32 19-May-09
__ _ MARSHALL/RYAN(AWOS) 360 1-Nov-72 19-May-09
WAUSAU MUNICIPAL ARPT 365 14-Mar-90 19-May-09 4-Oct-05
ANTIGO\LANG(AWOS) 464 1-Mar-95 19-May-09
LOC RHINELANDER ONEIDA 495 1-Feb-48 19-May-09 7-Oct-OS
PHILLIPS/PRICE CO. 456 25-Apr-05 19-May-09 -
IRONWOOD (AWOS) 375 1-Dec-49 19-May-09
TEKAMAH (ASOS) 313 1-Sep-92 19-May-09 20-Oct-05
LINCOLN MUNICIPAL ARPT 362 1-Jan-33 19-May-09 26-Mar-07
MEl COUNCIL BLUFFS 382 1-Nov-92 19-May-09
OMAHA EPPLEY AIRFIELD 299 19-Apr-74 19-May-09 13-Sep-06
FREMONT MUNI ARPT 367 1-Jun-91 19-May-09
MC MINNVILLE MUNI 49 1-Jul-47 19-May-09 3-Apr-06
EUGENE MAHLON SWEET ARPT 114 25-Jun-28 19-May-09 5-Apr-07
MIP REDMOND ROBERTS FIELD 940 1-Jan-42 19-May-09 22-Mar-07
CORVALLIS MUNI 75 1-Apr-43 19-May-09
SALEM MCNARY FIELD 61 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 15-May-07
MONROE CO 258 1-Jan-50 19-May-09 25-May-07
TERRE HAUTE/HULMAN 175 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 16-Jan-03
MMF SHELBYVILLE MUNI 245 25-Jun-98 19-May-09 4-Oct-OS
INDIANAPOLIS INTL AP 246 1-Apr-31 19-May-09 22-May-07
____EAGLE CREEK 251 1-Nov-73 19-May-09 4-Oct-OS
WAUSAU MUNICIPAL ARPT 365 14-Mar-90 19-May-09 4-Oct-OS
ANTIGO\LANG(AWOS) 464 1-Mar-95 19-May-09 --
SYW RHINELANDER ONEIDA 495 1-Feb-48 19-May-09 7-Oct-OS
PHILLIPS/PRICE CO. 456 25-Apr-05 19-May-09 --
IRONWOOD (AWOS) 375 1-Dec-49 19-May-09 --
BURLEY MUNICIPAL ARPT 1267 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 7-Nov-OS
POCATELLO REGIONAL AP 1365 01-Jul-1899 19-May-09 6-Mar-07
WGR IDAHO FALLS FANNING FIELD 1446 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 30-Jan-07
REXBURG 1481 1-Jun-91 19-May-09 20-Oct-OS
____ JOSLIN FLD MAGIC VA 1277 1-May-48 19-May-09 18-Jul-07
NANTUCKET MEMORIAL 14 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 --
OTIS ANGB 40 1-Oct-42 19-May-09 --
BAC BARNSTABLE MUMI BOA 16 1-Jun-37 19-May-09 --
PROVINCETOWN (AWOS) 2 21-Sep-89 19-May-09 --
____ PLYMOUTH MUNICIPAL 45 12-May-95 19-May-09 20-Oct-OS
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Target Station Name Elevation (mn) Start Date End Date Sonic Install
MARTHAS VINEYARD 21 1-Jul-46 19-May-09
OTIS ANGB 40 1-Oct-42 19-May-09
THI PROVIDENCE T F GREEN STATE AR 19 18-Jun-32 19-May-09
PLYMOUTH MUNICIPAL 45 12-May-95 19-May-09 20-Oct-05
PAWTUCKET (AWOS) 134 5-Sep-90 19-May-09
DUBOIS FAA AP 556 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 2-Apr-07
JOHNSTOWN CAMBRIA COUNTY AP 696 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 25-Aug-06
ALR CLEARFIELD-LAWRENCE 462 26-Jan-00 19-May-09 27-Oct-OS
ALTOONA BLAIR COUNTY AP 448 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 21-Aug-08
PITTSBURGH ALLEGHENY CO AP 388 1-Jan-31 19-May-09 3-Apr-07
AURORA MUNICIPAL 218 1-Feb-75 19-May-09 12-Jun-02
W. CHICAGOIDU PAGE 231 1-Nov-61 19-May-09 29-Jun-07
MEH CLINTON MUNI (AWOS) 216 1-May-52 19-May-09
STERLING ROCKFALLS 197 19-Oct-89 19-May-09 ---
ROCKFORD GREATER ROCK 227 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 22-May-07
MASON CITY MUNI AP 373 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 17-May-07
WATERLOO MUNICIPAL AP 268 1-Mar-60 19-May-09 25-Jun-07
HOW OWATONNA (AWOS) 349 1-Jan-91 19-May-09 ---
AUSTIN MUNI 376 1-Sep-91 19-May-09 ---
ROCHESTER INTERNATIONAL ARPT 402 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 ---
OMAHA EPPLEY AIRFIELD 299 19-Apr-74 19-May-09 13-Sep-06
RED OAK 318 1-Dec-92 19-May-09
NOD CRESTON 394 1-Dec-90 19-May-09 ---
FALLS CITY/BRENNER 300 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 14-Sep-06
____ ST JOSEPHIROSECRANS 247 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 5-Mar-07
DUBUQUE REGIONAL AP 329 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 20-Apr-07
DAVENPORT NEXRAD 259 1-Jan-97 19-May-09 20-Oct-OSB AL MOLINE QUAD CITY INTL AP 181 9-Jul-29 19-May-09 16-Apr-07
CLINTON MUNI (AWOS) 216 1-May-52 19-May-09 _______
____ ROCKFORD GREATER ROCK 227 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 22-May-07
SOUTH BEND MICHIANA RGNL AP 236 3-Dec-29 19-May-09 27-Sep-06
GOSHEN 252 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 16-Dec-OS
INN STURGIS\KIRSH MUNI 280 1-Apr-84 19-May-09 ________
BATTLE CREEK 283 1-Jan-00 19-May-09 20-Feb-07
____ FORT WAYNE INTL AP 252 20-May-11 19-May-09 ---____
MORRIS MUNI (AWOS) 344 1-Dec-90 19-May-09 ---____
ALEXANDRIA MUNICIPAL AP 436 1-Jan-73 19-May-09 27-Oct-OS
CHO FERGUS FALLS(AWOS) 361 17-Jan-84 19-May-09 ---____
WATERTOWN MUNICIPAL AP 530 1-Jan-48 19-May-09 7-Nov-OS
____ WHEATON NDB (AWOS) 313 1-Apr-92 19-May-09 ---___
Tatrget Station Name Elevation Start Date End Date Sonic
DAYTON MUNICIPAL ARPT 306 1-Jan-30 19-May- 9-May-07
LIMA ALLEN CO ARPT 297 1-Sep-62 19-May- 19-Sep-06
HAR FINDLAY AIRPORT 248 1-Jan-73 19-May- 5-Oct-06
OHIO STATE UNIVERSI 276 1-Jul-56 19-May- 11-Jun-07
COLUMBUS PORT COLUMBUS INTL A 249 1-Jan-30 19-May- 30-May-
GREAT FALLS INTL ARPT 1115 1-Mar-37 19-May- 26-Mar-07
KALISPELL GLACIER PK INT'L AR 906 04-May- 19-May- 13-Sep-06
MED CUT BANK MUNI AP 1170 1-Dec-42 19-May- 3-Feb-06
MILRIVER. 1050 8-Sep-93 19-May- ---
HAVRE CITY-COUNTY AP 776 1-Jan-73 19-May- 7-Nov-OS
SPNCER408 1-Feb-38 19-May 7Nov05
WORTHINGTON (AWOS) 480 1-Feb-59 19-May-
VIK REDWOOD FALLS MUNI AR 314 1-Jan-00 19-May- 20-Oct-OS
JACKSON MUNI 441 1-Oct-90 19-May-
FAIRMONT MUNI(AWOS) 354 1-Nov-59 19-May-
EMPORIA MUNICIPAL AP 368 1-Jan-73 19-May- 2-Apr-07
COFFEYVILLE MUNI 230 23-Jan-97 19-May- 30-Aug-
ELK WINFIELD\ARK CITY 353 23-Jan-97 19-May- 13-Oct-OS
PARSONS\TRI CITY 274 20-Oct-96 19-May- 3-Apr-07
CHANUTh MARTIN JOHNSON AP 308 1-Jan-73 19-May- 7-Jun-06
SIOUX FALLS FOSS FIELD 435 1-Oct-42 19-May- 7-Jun-06
BROOKINGS (AWOS) 502 1-Jan-32 19-May- --
TIM PIPESTONE (AWOS) 529 1-Oct-90 19-May- --
WORTHINGTON (AWOS) 480 1-Feb-59 19-May- --
REDWOOD FALLS MUNI AR 314 1-Jan-00 19-May- 20-Oct-OS
CHILDRESS MUNICIPAL AP 595 10-Sep-80 19-May- 26-Apr-07
GAGE AIRPORT 671 1-Aug-46 19-May- 21-Jan-09
SAN CLINTON-SHERMAN 596 1-Jun-43 19-May- 22-Jan-09
FREDERICK MUNI 383 1-Apr-43 19-May- -_____
HOBART MUNICIPAL AP 479 1-Jan-73 19-May- 1-Aug-07
LAFAYETTE PURDUE UNIV AP 194 1-Jan-73 19-May- 14-Sep-06
EAGLE CREEK 251 1-Nov-73 19-May- 4-Oct-OS
CLI INDIANAPOLIS INTL AP 246 1-Apr-31 19-May- 22-May-
SHELBYVILLE MUNI 245 25-Jun-98 19-May- 4-Oct-OS
____ DELAWARE CO JOHNSON 289 1-Nov-58 19-May- 29-May-
APPENDIX B
MATLAB Code Developed for Analysis
funcio index (tarqet rame,train days,data interval)
oThis function defines a target station to be an~alyzed for a
specified
onumber of day.s, starting with the ms recent and working
Ihe datas is imported fromn an exter nal file and di vided into
' training' and 'tesrin' data, witn the- te~sting beirg use in the
ANN retwo rks. Specifications of the cincidenu data are
determ ired in
an effot t r provide an intial relations0hip between a tarnet and
reference site. The varis long-term mtodsa examined are
pr vided
rart dir a d;
cd([root dir ' ~ /ist' ) ;
R H ' a or - n -r jj- r (1 ., ti _-
tram -data = mparrdata([target fame'] ';)
train data =train data.data;
[enigth train dara,width train data] =size(train data);
total ret paints i engrthtrain data;
Cacua> ri~c 5_-r r i ca ma ,na peEa oite
histli train data(:,2); histl(any(isnan(histl),2),:) histli
mearn(histl)
hist2 =train data(:,3); hist2(any(isran(hist2),3),:) [;hist2
iv an(hist2),
hist3 =train data(:,4); hist3(any(isnan(hist3),4),:) LIhist3
meam (hist3);
hist.4 =train data(:,5); hist4(any(isnan(hist4),5),:) ];hist4
mean(tist4);
hist5 = rain_data(:,6); hist5(any(isnan(h'st5),6),:) ; ist5
mean(hist5);
max ret data =[nanmax(train data(:,2)) nanmax(train__data(:,3))
nanmax(tra n data(:,4)) rarinax(train iata(:, ))
nanmax(train__data) :,6))]
target dat train =train _data (length (train__data) -- (ti 11days-
1):length(t rain dat a) ,1);
[ligth target data Irain,width t irget data trait] -
size(target data tram);
obs data train_± train-,data(ienqth(train data)-(train days-
l):iength(train data),2);
abs data rcomp__ 1 [target data train abs ddta orainl];
[engtht bs data tra' n i,width cbs iatd tri~ni ]
size(obs data train 1);
abs-data train 2 - rain data(length(train data)-(train days-
i):length(tra]_n data),3);
obsdata cmp _2 -Ltarget data train obs data train21;
obs data a mp_2(ary(isnan(abs data _ccmp 2),2),:)[]
[length abs data train_2,width obs_-data train_2 
size(obs data train_2);
oas data train3 = train a a(length(train aa)-(train days-
i):iength(rrain dara),4);
abs data_campU3 [target-data-train obs data train_3]
obs data rimp_3(any(isnan(abs data camp_3),2),:) [j
length obs data-train 3,width abs data train 3]
sze(abs data trin_3);
abs _data trin 4 =train-data(length(train__data)-(trair days-
1) :iengtt (train data), 5);
obs data .comp_4 = target data train abs data trair 4];
obs datd _camp 4(ary(isnan(obs data comp_4),2),:)
size(obs _data train 4);
abs data train5= train-data(iength(train data)-(train days-
i):lengthtrain data),6);
obs_lata _ccrp_5 =[target data train abs data train_51;
obs _data rrmp 5(any (isnan(obs data riop_5),2),:)
[enigtt tos data train_5,width obs dara trdin_5
size(obs data trair 5);
arip data =[target data train obs_data trair. 1 obs data train 2
b ucitat rain3 obs data_ trarr 4 obs datatr ain_
comp data(any(isnan(carip data),2),:) _[];
[length aomp data,widtb c rip data] =size(camp data);
xl = bs_ data c rrp i(:,2);
yl = bs data camp 1(:,i);
x2 a bs data .camp 2(:,2);
y2 a bs data camp 2(:,11);
x3 a bs data cmp a(:,2);
y3 abs data-comp 3(:,i);
y4 = bs data rimp 4(:,1);
x5 a bs _data crrip r(:,2);
y5  a bs data carip k(:, .);
X =[ares(size~canp__ata(:,i))) cmpdata(.,2) ramp data(:,3)
Y = omp. data (:, );
max tarqet data =nan~max(Y);
temp =corrccef(yl, x]); corrcoeff a ant_= [terrp(1,2)
sum (- isnan (xl))]
temp =carrcef(y2, x2); carrcef count_2 =rtemp(1,2)
sumn(-isnan(x2))];
temp =crricef(y3, x3); corcoeff aiont_ = [temp(1,2)
sum(-isnan(x3))];
temp =corscoef(y4, x4); corrcaeff count_4 =[temp(1,2)
sumr(-isnan(x4))];
temp -corrcaef(y5, x5); corrcaeffcont_5 - cemp(1,2)
sm(- isnan(x5))];
correlation = eorrceff -' ant 1(1) corrcoeft count_2(1_)
coircoe ffcount 3(l) arrcaerff count 4(1_ corrcoeff munti i)];
obs data _sim_1 =train data(1:1 ngtnitrain data)-
lngth__bs data train 1,2);
cbs data sim_.(ay(nan(obsdata omp__1),2),:) j
obs data sim 1 =train data(1:iength(train data)-
length obs data _train-1, 2),;
[engtht abs data _sim i,w'dth abs cata sn~_. 11
size(obs data sic 1);
abs iata sin 2 =tra'r data(l:leng t(train do a)-
length cbs data _train 2,3);
[length- bs data sirr 2,widtb obs data s'm-2]
size(abs data_sin 2);
abs_ dataasim 3 =train-data (1:length (train data)-
length abs data troD _3,4);
[length cbs data sim._,widtht bs data sim 3] _
size) bs data sim_3);
abs data _sim4 -train cata(1:iecgtb (train data)-
11 ngth cbs data troan4,5);
[length abs data sim_4,width abs data snm4 4]
silze(ohs data sim_4);
obs data aim5= train data(1:lengtb(train do a)-
length ha lata -trait 5,6) ;
[lergtli cbs data-_sijm5,wiath ha ~sdata._aim__5]
aize(aba data aim_5);
cd(root dir);
iinregress(x ,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,hitl1,hist2,hist.3,hist4,
bist5)
oiregress montb(tozqet,_name,rc : dir,train days,bist]1,his t2,hist
3, h~st4,hsat5)
polreqIA-ss-xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,4,4,xS,yi,his1, h ii ,hist3,hist4
,hist5)
1cqregress(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,hist1,hist2,hist3,hist4,
hi st5)
powregress(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,histl,hist2,hist3,hist4,
hist 5)
mregress (target name,X,Y,hist1,hist2,hist3,hist4,hist5)
stepregress (xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4, x5, y5,hist,hist2,hist3,hist4
,hism 5)
mlp network) arget namre,max target data,max ref data,xI,ui,x2,y2,
x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,obs~data _sip_1,obs data sim_2,obs data aim_ 3,ob
sdata aim_4,cbs data aim_5)
abf ietwor )targar ramc,rrax target data,max ra data,xi,yi,x2,y2,
x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,obs data sim 1,obs data sin 2,obs data__im3,ob
s data, aim 4,obs data_sim_5)
varratio(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5, y5,hisl,h' t2,hist3,hist4,hi
st5)
mark v cliain(taraat nare,trar days,data interval)
weibuli sae(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,traint data,iengmthtrai
n data)
ratiomethod(xl,yl, x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,traindata, ienqth train
-data,biistl,hist2,hist3,hist4,hist5)
hist5)
% aru-t site in relation to on or mor refe~rence sites.
Pa rmeers
are then used in detrmination of tre long-term w~ind spee by
equation of the- form y a(l) =x1*a(Ql
pI polyfit(xl,yl,l );
p1 pl(2)+histl*pl(j);
p2 F=1 poyitx2,y2,1);
p2 =p2(2)+hist2'*p2(1);
p3 =p 1yfit(x3,y3,1);
p3 =p 3 (2 )+hist*p3( );
p4 =polyfiit(x4, y4, 1);
p4 =p4(2)+hist4*p4(I);
p5  polyfit(x5,y5,1);
p5 =p5(2)+hist5*p5(1);
linregress .ongterm =[pl p2 p3 p4 p5]
litregressmonth(targetnae,rootdir,traindays,bistl,hist2,hist3,tist
4,hist5)
Ti i I 1 u . L
targtaL site in raiati.on to one or more reference sites ising
mronthiY
data. Patameters are then used in determination of the lorg-term
wind speed by equation of the form y -a(')ix (a1)
d thdata fromt r triah tile
cd ([rcotdir ' itest__aat'
traindata = importdata) target name '_dat ar onthi. '", , *
traindata = train data.data;
[lengthtraindata,w'etb trai-data] = size(train data);
trainmonths train days/30.4375;
t otaldata points - Length train data;
I j i I
warning r
targetdata__train = train-data(lergth (trainda a) (tran_mon ths-
1) :lengr (train data),
[length-target data train,widthtargetdata tran]
size(targetdata train);
obsd atatrain1 =train-data~lergtb(train_data)-(train_mon ths
l):iength(traindata),2);
obsdatacompl 1 [target data train obsdatatrainl];
obsdatacompl(any(ianan(ohsdata rcompl),2),:) [];
)letgthobsdata _trainl,wi dthobsdata _train]
size (obsdata tra'n__ );
ohs datat-ain2 = train-data(length(traindata)-(trainmon tha
l):lengtn traindata),3);
obsdatacomp_2 p [target data train obs__data train2];
obsdatacomp_2(any(isnan obsdatatcop_2),2),:)
[l.engthabsdata train__2,widthobsdatatrait -2
size (obsdata train_2);
obs__datatrain_3 = train a ta (length (traindata) - (trai __mnrbth
I):length (traindata),4);
ohdatacomp_3 - [target datatrain obsdatatrain_3] ;
obsdataompt3(any(isnan (obsdata__cip_3),2),:) = [];
lengti__obsda tat rai n_3, widthobsdata trair __3
i ze (obs data__train_3 i);
ohs _data _train_4 = train data length(train_data) (trainmnths-
5.):length(train data),5);
obsdatacomp_4 = [target lata .train obsdata train 4];
obsdata> tap_4 (4any(isnan (obsdatacomp__4 ,2),:) [1;
[I ngth obs data trar 4,wdt hos_ datatra n 41
sizeobsd atatran 4);
abs-data _train _. train Sdata(length(train data)--(trair a nths
1):lengrliltrain data),6);
abs data comp5 = target data train abs data train_5];
abs catas rp_5(any(isnan(obs data nop_5),2),:)[1
[ength abs data train_5,width abs datatrain__5]
size(obs data _rain_5);
xl c bs_ data camp 1(:,2);
yl = bs data uop__1(:,1);
x2 a bs- data rrmp 2(:,2);
y2 = bs data a rrp 2):,l);
x3 a bs data carp 3(:,2);
y3 a bs data camp 3)., );
x4 = bs_ datausup_(,
y4 = os data cmp 4(:,1);
x5 = bs_ data rrmp_5(:,2);
y5 a bs data~corp 5):, );
p1 palyfit(xl,yl,l);
pl =z 1 (2)+histil*pl( );
p2 =po Iyfit(x2,y2,1);
p2 =p2(2)+hist2*p2(l);
p3 =polyfit(x3,y3,1);
p3 p3(2)+hist3*p3(1);
p4 =palyfit(x4,y4,1);
p4 =p4(2)+hist4*p4( );
p5 polyfit(x5,y5,1);
p5 =p5(2)+hist5*p5(1.);
linregress montb aongterm =[p1 p2 p3 p4 p5]
cd(root dir);
rinc tir polyregress(xI,y ,x2,y2,x3,y3,'z4,y4,xP,y)
Psarget site in reltio (o one orn mre refecrence ste-.
Paramreters
ar-e thn ru sed in de-t crmri)iatjir of the lon t rm wind Spe by*ciL
%eqluation of the form y a(j)hxl i (a) ix..c(a2)+.±+~ xn Wi
%) fhe 1o -trr wid -peed is dete umrned tromr the mean :alueo h
polynomial reqressio determnried data set.
poly-order =3;
fo j =Llenqch (xl)
p1 polyfitxl,y.,poly urder);
polyl(j) =pl1)*lxl (j)^3+pl(2)*xl (j)^2--p(3)*~xl(j)i-pI(4);
end
polyl =rmean(polyl);
fr I = :lengLY (x2)
p2 =polyfit~x2,y2,poly cider);
poly2(j = p2(I)*x2(j)^3+-p2(2)*x2(j)"2+p2(3)*x2(j)+p2(4);
end
poly2 =mean(poly2 );
fo 1 :lenghh(x3)
p3 =polyfit(x3,y3,po Ly order);
poly3 =mean(poly3);
for j =I:length~x4)
p4 =polyfit(x4,y4,poly ider);
poly4(j) =p 4 (1)*x4(j)^3+p4(2)*x4(j)^2+p4(3)*x4(j)-p4(4);
poly4 =mea f(p()ly 4 );
for j :lengch(x5)
p5 po yfit(x ,y5,po y order);
poly5 = ean(poly5);
polyregress I rrqterm =[polyl p 11y2 poly3 poly4 poly5
functin 1 gregress(xl,yl,x2,2x3y,4, x,y5)
% targt i.
[h-ameters
xllog
x2s p
xU oq
x41oa
x5log
ne r mor ree nc si s
to in relaion t
used to detrm~inato of he lonma-term ind spee'- by
terra wid speedI is determitned f ror the man vaiuo
logix );
log(x2);
1 g(x );
1 g(x4);
lo g(X5) ;
fo r j 1 :length(xl)
p1 polyfit(x Ilog,yl,I);
lgl(j) =p1) -pi(2 )* oq(xl (j));
Ord
loI p1 reor(logl);
for j L:length (x2)
p2 =polyt r(x2loq,y2, I);
log2) ) =p3()+)p2(2)*s1 g(x3(j));
log2 mean(Iog2);
fo j 1 :lerigth(x3)
p34 polyfit(x~log,y3,1_);
rd
log4 rr man(Iog4);
fo j II :lenqmh(x4)
p4 polyfit4.og,y5,1);
P5 rreolyi(og5 g~5,)
logrgr slngirir [lop1 1 2 lopa IcaC) logs]
the
logregress__l.ongt.erm
function. powregreass(xl, yl ,x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4, xb,y 5 )
targe sit iin nreaIo. ro one or more reference sites.
Par amete'-rs
are then used _ndeterminatio of the 1onq-trerr K3 p-ed by
% equatio oif the form v-p(1)*xp(0).
The tonr--trm wid speed is de-termined( ti~n. [ie man 'JIltec
xllog
x2 log
x3log
x4l og
x51 p
yllog
y2lop
y3lr p
y4 log
y51 op
I pixi);
1 p(x2);
log(x3);
log(x4);
log(x) );
1 p(yl);
1 p(y2);
log(y3);
log (Y4);
log (YS);
for j :leripth(xl)
p1 polyfit(xllog,yllog,l);
powl(j) =pl(2)*xl(j)^pl(l);
erd
powli mean(powil);
1ur j l :lenpth(x2
p2 =polyfit(x2lop,y2log,l);
pow2(j) =p2(2)*x2(]Y^p2(l);
p1(2)-exp(pl(2));
p2(2)=exp(p2(2));
pow2 =meariipow2);
for j l :leripih(x3)
p3 =polyflt(x3lop,y3 op,l);
pow3(j) =p3(2)*x3(j)"p3(1);
enid
pow3 =mean(pow3);
p3(2)=exp(or(2));
fl :Ieripth(x4)
p4 =polyfit(x4lop,y41-op, L); p4(2)=exp(p4(2));
pow4(]) =p4() Vx4(j)^p4(l);
end
pow4 =mean (powI);
for j l :length(x5)
p5 =polyfit(x5log,y5log,l);
pow5(j) =p5(2)2x5(j)^p5(1-);
pow5 mean(pow );
powregress lnqterm
p5(2)=exp(p5 (2));
[powl pow2 pow3 pow4 pow5
function mregress(target name,X,Y,hist1,hist2,hist3,hist4,hist5)
This -'I ~iia ui ltr7i regTe: s1 c.: =O
%target site in relation to one or more referenlce sites.
Paor aueters
are then used in determinatonf thLe long-term wind sp'eed by
equation of the~ form y -a(0)=x ( fl.)*ix2 ( 2) '-. .. txn,( n)
[b,bint,r,rint,stats] =regress(Y,X);
mra _crrcoeff - qrt(stats(I));
pl1 b(2);, p2 -b(3);, p3 =b(4);, p4 =b(5);, p5 b(6);, p0
b(1)~;
mregres.s iongterm= p0+rpl*hist1±p2*hist2+~p3*hs.c*hSist4+p5*hist5
end
function
stepregress(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,histl,hist2,hist3,hist4
histS)
o t'atistically I-eldvent data are used in analysis,
o considered retevant it reverts to li1near regressi
o are then used in determinatlin of th~e long-term w_
o equatio of the r~eorm y=a(i)+-x.1a(4) . Thii' funs:
is all. data is
n. Parameters
-lid speed by
n was deigined
work With Matra vi '7.c.
0.05; premove =0.10;
warning cr
[B,SE,PVAL,ilnmodel,stats,nextstep,history]
te',peniter, Dr pro' ,premove, ' fsl= op
p1 B*hist-+stats.inzercept;
[B,SE,PVAL,inffodel,stats,nextstep,history]
ter',penter,'ure vu',premrVe,'dip3i ,'o
p2 =B*hist24stats.intercept;
[B,SE,PVAL,inrrodel,stats,nextstep,history]
te~r',penter, 'pr- ove',prer ye,'d i §la''c
p3 =B*hist3+stats.intercept;
=step'a'efit (xl, yl,'csen
=stepwisefit(x2,y2,'r-
r1')"
=stepwisefit(x3,y3,'rn
[B,SE,PVAL,inmodlce,stats,rextstep,t 'story]=stepal efi m(x4,y4,'i n
ter', penter, 'pr-N-Iovpremove, 'li-13.' ', %-f';
p4 =Bohist4+~stats .intercept;
[B,SE,PVAL,inrodel,stats,nextstep,history]=stepwisefit(x5,y5,'p=
_r' ,penter, ' Ur eV' , premovre,
P5 Bhist5+tats.intercept;
stepwise longtzerm = [p1 p2 p3 p4 p5]
1 9
p enrtes
fuinction
mlp network(target. name,rraxtarget data,rrax__ref lata,xl,yl,x2,y2,
x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y ,obso aasir i_,obs data sim 2,obs data sin 3,ob
s data sim_4,obs data sim 5)
%mu lii ayer Perceptron neural netw Ork. TIhenrok
th dum ber of data po~ints at- the end of the data
o 'train das' and th remainder ofhe dataen i
then
%compared to the riginal data st
et ,,i L.
set e-qual t
genrated and
nun of epohs = 00;
numtof hidden layers =3
num of hidden _nodes = ;
fo i i:num of hidden layers
net arch(l,i) r um of tidden nodes;
t_1 =yi'; t 2 
p-1 =xi'; p_ 2
net1 1-
newff (p i t_1
net -2=
newff(p_2, t2
net3 3
newff(p_3,t_3,
net4 4
newt (p_4,1 4,
net- 5
newit (p_5, t_5
','ear go ' );
.,e l I Wing ra
net. IrainParam. in
y2'; t_3 =y 3 '; t_,4 =y4'; t_5 =y5';
x2'; p_3 =x3'; p_4 =x4'; p__5 = x5';
L netarch], {' ' '
net. arch {'.,' L
net aref ~ ,{n Il
[net arch] ,{'OL i p' ,r i . 111
I}, I
' } tL ii In
[net arch.] ,) 'pre un' , 'plur in', 'Li ii'')1' , ' r-inll
0.4;
ret.trainParam.epochs not of _epochs;
trairl(net l,p.
train (nec 2,p_
trrain (ne3 ,p_
train (net__4,p_
train(net_5,p_
_l, t 1) ;
2,r t) ;
3,n t3) ;
4, t4) ;
5, t-5);
1'-- 10
ret 1
netz
net 3
net_4
net 5
s_1 = bs data _sir 1'; s_ z obsadata sin ';
obs data sirr 3'; s_4 -obs ddti sin _4'; s -
s data = [s_1' s_2' s_3' s_4' s 5 ]
a_1 sim(net l,s 1);
a_2 =sirn(net_2,s_2);
a_3 =slm(net_3,s_3);
a_4 =sim(neu .4,s 4);
a_5 =sim(net_5,s_)
_3
abs data sim 5';
results-1 =abs(a 1'); results_2 =abs(a_2'); resuits _3=
abs(a_3'); results_4 =abs(a_4'); results _5 = abs(a 5');
results(:, ) =results 1; results(:,2) =results 2; results(:,3)
results 3; results(:,4) =results 4; results(:,5) =results5;
[length sip data,width mip data] =size(resuits);
FI t. I-:_ f(r ,. _ ' Kl
filter-target max rrax target-data;
for i l:widti m p data
if trax ref data(i) > nanmax(s data(:,i))
filter ret max(i) -1;
filter ret rax(i) nanmax(s data(:,i))/max ref data(i);
tar j =l:width mlp aata
for k =l:lengrh mip data
if results(k,j) > (filter ref max(j)*filter target~max)
results(k,j) =[NaN];
ena
end
-1 1 Ist~
=nanmean (results ( :,1)
=nanmean(results(:,2)
rnnmedn(results (:,3)
nanmean (results)(:, 4)
nanmean (results):, 5)
mlpnet_ 1 ngterm
_swrit ret
[pl p2 p3 p4 p5]
sac Jlis
el se-
end
function
rbf _network(target name,rrax target data,rrax_ref data,xl,yi,x2,y2,
x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y.5,obs data sim 1,obs data sit 2,obs data aim 3,ob
a data sin 4,obs nata_sim_5)
t iL
%basi function m1-ural network.-
number of data points at treae
6'taii dav' a~nd the re~mainder
compared to the original datas
The networ a.
J o thea data
of the data s
s rained using the
set equai to
et is genertd and
warning of
t_1 =yl'; t_ 2
p__1 =xl'; p-2
ret- = newrb(p_
net -2 =newrb (p_
ret 3 =rnewrb(p_
net 4 =rewrh~p_
ret 5 =newrb(p_
y2t_3 3
x2'; p_ 3
1t1,0,2);
23,_-3 ,0,2);
4,t_4,0,2);
5,t_5,0,2);
yi3'; t_4 = y4'; t__5 = y5 ";
x3'; p_4 =x4'; p_= x5';
a_ I ohs data _sim 1'; a_2 = ha data_srm 2'; a_ 3
obs ata <F a3', s_ = obsdata aim 4'; a_ obsdata sim a';
a data =[a_1' a_2' s3' a 4' a_5']
a_ = sim (netl ,s__1) ;
a_2 =sim(nat_2,s_2);
a_3 =sim(net 3,s_3);
a_4 =sim(net_2,s_4);
a_S = im(nat_3,s_5);
results-1 =bs(a I'); results_2 = b-(a 2'); results-
abs(a_3'); results_4 =ahs(a_4'); results-') abs(a_
results(:,i) =results 1; results(:,2) =results -2; r(
results-3; results(:,4) =results_4; result(:,r)
[iength__rhf data,width rbf data] =srze(resui s);
5');
suits (,3)
resilts a;
F it- ,:gu _ ft _ Frc -
filtertaret max =max target data;
for i 1:width rhf data
t max ref data(i) > nanrrax(s data(:,i))
filter ref _max~i) =1;
filter ref tax(i) r armax(s data(:,i))/r x ref data(i);
end
foa j l :width _rbf data
f, ,r k l : length arbf datd
ifresults(k,j) > (filter -ref max(j)*filter target max)
reutakj [a'
namaL euls:i)
nanmean (results (:, 1));
- ramean(results(:,2));
nanmean(results(:,4));
nanmean(results(:,5));
rbfnet 1ongterm pl p2 p3 p4 p5]
. n I1a = .. r Lt s
ocvwite([traget nare 'results- rt nev.csv'l, resuits)
function
varratio(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4,x5,y5,histl,hi st2,hist3,hist4,hi
st5)
This t r~t uses _ va -a eri.etho o iAter'ine tne-
long-t-errru wind speed for a target site in relation to one or more
% reference sites. The equation usedI for this r thod come~s in the
form
Of y=(rr'-(sdy/sci<)rnx) +(sciy/sdx)x~, where x is the target arid v is
the
reterence respectively. Two parameters are determined in this
analysis which are usedi to find the lonq-term wind s pee] by the
s equation y=rz(O)p(i)x.
Af _-i rato a~ra- ter.
p1 [(mean(yl)-(std(yl)/std(xl))*mean(xl))
p1 pl1)ip1 (2)*histl;
p2 =[(mean(y2)-(std(y2)/std(x2))*mean(x2))
p2 =p2(1)+p2(2)*hist2;
p3 =[(mrean(y3)-(std(y3)/std(x3))*mean(x3))
p3 =p3(1)±p3(2)*hist3;
p4 [(mean(y4)-(std(y4)/std(x4))Vnean(x4))
p4 - p4(1)+p4(2)*hist4;
p5 = [(mean(y5)-(std(y5)/std(x5) )*mean(x5))
p5 =p5(1)+p5(2)*hist;
varratio_longtern= [pl p2 p3 p4 p5]
(std(yl)/std(xi))];
(std(y2)/std(x2))]
(std(y3)/std(x3) )];
(std(y4)/std(x4))];
(std (y5)/std(x5))]
end
function markov chain(target~namre,train days,data interval)
Tis~ function smula- i I1 .. .'an-  1...........,
in ii
s distributior. and -at ransition matrix determrined t,u ir the data set.
The program assumes that the statesr are 1 abeled 1,......
- _i -1a _ -- _. da ta Lc- _c- a -- peratean
root dir =cd; cd([root dir 't t dit '1);
density data =importd ata([target name ' a d-nsi - ' ; I
dersity data =density data.data;
[length-density data,width dersity data] =size(density data);
train-days - rain days + 1;
train p ots =train _days *((60/data interval)*24); ',umber of points
total ref-points =length deity-data; total ref days
length density data / ((60/data_interva V*24);
r-St= tF 11 01 ni -{ 'I ,_.)
target data density -density data(length(density data)-
l):iengtt(density data),1);
target data density(any(isnan(target data density),2),:)
[length-target _data density,widthtatoget -Ia a denst -
slze(target data densiy);
mu = [1 0 0];
1 ic 1 nt A L
(train poits-
=[1;
ai Ai-iu,
t -
y =round(target data density);
for i i :length(y)
it y(i) -0
y(i) -1;
A =full(sparse(y(l:end-1) ,y(2:end) ,l))
for i l:length(A)
end
p=A;
n =train days 1; nuI1Lr oftim rn .teps t take
x =zeros(l,nI-l); clear out any old values
t 0:n; SFm indice-s
x(l) =rando (mu); g n~ ra trst x value n-t, tia J.
for i=l:n
[x(i~l) , ] =rando(p(x( _),
rand-num(i) =u;
rrarkov state =x';
rand urn rand_num-
for j-1:n
generated data(j) rnmrkov state(j) + rand numn(j)*(markov state)
(markav state(j)-1));
end
rarkovchain 1ongtermn =rean(generated data)
cd(root dir);
end
fuinction [index,u]
u =rand;
s p(1);
whil ((u > s) & (i
s =s+p(i);
rando (p)
< length(p)))
index i;
weibullscale (xl, yl, x2, y2, x3,y3, x4, y4, x5,y5, train data, length trai
n data)
I. -T on determvines the we ibull distributpar tramreters fo r
a
o target site in relation to one or more refere nce sites.
Parameters
%are ther, used in determinaion of the long- term wind speed by
% equation of te forn
X_lono_target=- X coincdeit target /X__cin~i ntr_ret] 0 X_I n g_t.
owhere X rep resents the Webuil distributio rames -te-s [A k']
Ier~ence data see
005_total data_ tairi data(l:]iergth~train~data,2);
obs total data l(any(isrian(obs total data_1),2),:)[]
fri l:length(obs total data 1)
ifobs total data 1(i)==0
obs total data_1(i.)=0.01;
end0
ernd
obs total data 2 =train data(l:length train data,3);
ohs total data_2(any(isnan(obs total data_2),3),:
for i l:length(obs total _ ita_2)
if bs_tota data_2(i)==0
obsa a tal data_2(i)=0.01;
end
enda
ohs total data 3 =train_data(i:length train data,4);
obs total data_3(ary(israr(obs total data_3),4),:)[;
for il:length(obs__total data_3)
if obs a tel data 3(i)==0
abs total data_3(i)=0.01;
end
ohs _total_data 4 =train ~data ( : lergth ~tra'n dete, 5) ;
abs total data_4(eny(isnan(obs total data 4),5),:) ]
for i l:length(obs totat data_4)
E bs tote data 4()==0
ohs total_data 4(i)=0.01;
end
end
obs totel data 5 -train data(l:length train data,6);
ohs totel daae t(aryisnan(ohr totel dare 5),6),:)
fo l=:length(obs total data_5)
if obs total data 5(i)==0
obs tote _data_5(i)=0.01;
end
end
'PFilter zeros fo r use in wi fir
for j1:length(xl
if xl(j)-0
xl(j)=0.01;
end
end
for j l:lengl
if x2(j)=
x2 (j)=
end
h (x2)
0
C .01;
ernd
for j 1:length(x3
if x3(j)==0
x3(j)=0.01
end
end1
fo j l:lengrP (x4)
if x4()==0
x4(j)=0.01
end1
endi
for j1:Iength(x5)
if x5(j)==0
x5(j)=0.01;
end
end
for j 1:length(y].)
if yl(j)=0
yl(j)=0.01;
end
end
for j~1:1ength(y2)
if y2(j)==0
y2(j)=0.01;
for j 1:length(y3)
if y3(*)==0
y3( *)=0.01
eind
end
far j 1:length(y4)
if y4(j)==0
y4(j)=0.01;
end
end
fo j=]1:1 ngth(y5)
_ v5(j)==0
y5(j)=0.01;
end
end
pl1 (wblfit (y1)/wbitit(xl))Vwblfit (obs total data 1);
p2 =(wblfit(y2)/wblfit(x2))'*wbfit(cbs 0 Lal data_2);
p 3 =(wbliti(y3)/wblfit(x3))*wblfit(obs tt aI data_3);
p4 =(wblfit(y4)/wblfit(x4))*wblfit(obs total data_4);
p5 =(wblfit(y5)/wblfit(x5))*wblfit(obs total data_5);
weibu11sale parm = pl p2 p3 p 4 p5]
endi
funct ion
ratiomethod(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3, x4,y4,x5,y5,train data, length train
-data, histi ,hist2,hist3,5 ist4, hist5)
T1_s -. r. _n t _ t. 0 -trgt ans ac
respe five refrence site. Ap# .imeer de- oribirj th
relationship
% between the two, in derT'Yit ;n -E the Ion .-rA-nd speed, by
equation f t-he- torm Y-( )
Fird T-
obs_total_
obs total
data1= train data(l:lergth train data,2);
data l(any(isnan( bs total data__i),2),:)
ohs total data 2 =train data(l:lenth train hat a,3);
ohs total data_2(any(isnai (ohs total data_2),3), :)
ohs tctal data 3 =train data(l:length train data,4);
ha ~total data_3(ary(isnan(ohs total data_3),4),:)
ohs total data_4 =train data(l:iength train data,5);
ohs_total data_4(any(isnan(ohs total_data 4),5), :)=
ohs total_data 5 =train data(l:iergth Evein data,6);
ohs totai data_5(any(isran(obh total data 5),6), :)=
' 7a t 1 .'" 1
=(mean (y)
=(meanr(y2)
(rrean (y3 )
(mean (yi4)
(mean (y5)
/me1 .1 hitl
/mean(x2))*hist2;
/mean(x3) )*hist3;
nmear (x4))*hist4;
/mear (x5) )*h~ist5;
ratlorrethod longterm =[pl p2 p3 p4 p5]
tanton
eneogydensity(target name,trair days,dama in leovat,air dersity,la
ngtern 'as)
, .-3i
nvten was )
%This function orovides the resulninq energy deni t (r! t;/_ ) at
o the trget site foo a data perod. eq~ua to 'ora in. ye', give~n
a1Y
density scaled by ('lot3teorn_ as'/avera3e(datl _drncit'
'data intlerva' is give as an int eqer, the nmbe ofinuries
be twee n
apoints in the= data set.
oh.R
root--dr = c; cd([roor dir 'r ,_t
dersity-data nnipootdata([taro t_
density-data density datasiata;
[length _density data,'aidoh density_
1 :'1);
game 'd 1 ta stv svs'],';l
-data] size(density data);
S' 1' _t :, , it
train-points =train days * ((eQ data interval('24);
total oaf paint a engol density data; totai ref days
ieigthtdensity data /((6O data interv ai)*24);
t 1 I
rt
target data density =deteity data(ienqtt (dersity data)-
(train._points-1) :Iength(density data), );
taogetdtadensty(aysan(targetdatadesty,2),:)
[1 ngth-t-ioget data dewsty,'adth target data densityj
a ze(tatgeo data deafly);
factor =longterm 'as/meat (target data density);
target data density =target data sensity * factor;
inm bins =25;
diet =zeoos(l,nunn bins);
fr k =l:nun bins
too 1 length tar iata - dens.
if and(taoget data denatty(i)
> k-1)
dast k) -dit(k) ± 1;
and
aend
'bai ( Jit)
%xiaohi('%Jlind Sp(
k, targeo data density(i)
d (in!)'
%tite(''Jind Spudc Dis criui for Tarqet Site')
bin =[i:num bins];
for i =i:iength~bin)
fraction f urs(i)
endc
dist(i)/train points;
v fractioi hours =bin.*'fraction hours;
for j i :length(bin)
binoube(j) =binij)^3;
end,
bincube fraction hours =blin ube.*fraction hours;
ci nsty sun sum(bincube fractior b urs);
energy-density -(1/2)*air density*density sum;
roundierergy density)
cd(root dir);
functio energydensity wbiscaie(target name,wb _A,wb k,air density)
This funcio p rovides the resulig enreq density (in W n ^ 2) a
the target sit using the~ ,7eibull distribuion values found with
the
Weibull Scale method given air density.
num dons =25;
dist wblpdf(l:num__bins,wblA,wbilk);
=har(di
oxicbeli[,mind Speed(n
oyiabei('Fre-guerlcy (# of Data)')
,titie(' Jind Speed L) stritic o r Target Site')
al~clatin of E.r_
bin - [i:num bins];
fraction-hours =dist;
v iraction hours =bin. iraction hours;
fr r l:Iength(bin)
bii1 cube(j) =bin(j)^3;
end
bincbe iraction hours =bin wube.*fraction hours;
density sum =suri(bicube iraction hours);
energy-density -(1/2)*air deosity*densiry sum;
rourd) rerqy density)
APPENDIX C
Full Results for All Target Stations and Methods
Linear Reiression (Daily)
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 14% 1% 4% 6% 10% 4% 2% 15% 4% 5%
LOG 13% 6% 15% 18% 34% 28% 25% 18% 9% 9%
MEI 33% 25% 36% 33% 12% 9% 5% 3% 4% 3%
MIP 390% 39% 27% 35% 16% 17% 13% 13% 8% 5%
MMF 6% 1% 19% 7% 1% 17% 21% 17% 17% 17%
SYW 22% 5% 7% 7% 16% 16% 7% 4% 4% 7%
WGR 5% 6% 4% 18% 13% 4% 4% 0% 1% 2%
BAG 12% 8% 17% 28% 14% 13% 6% 12% 1% 11%
THI 40% 26% 33% 16% 23% 20% 9% 4% 0% 2%
ALR 24% 1% 3% 10% 0% 0% 3% 1% 4% 5%
MEH 24% 20% 34% 16% 15% 15% 8% 6% 10% 9%
HOW 10% 15% 7% 8% 2% 3% 3% 6% 1% 9%
NOD 19% 18% 17% 15% 17% 16% 4% 21% 13% 10%
BAL 8% 9% 5% 5% 1% 2% 3% 1% 3% 4%
INN 28% 17% 9% 4% 3% 4% 1% 5% 4% 3%
GHO 6% 7% 1% 8% 10% 11% 11% 3% 3% 10%
HAR 12% 15% 9% 11% 3% 4% 8% 8% 7% 6%
MED 11% 10% 15% 11% 7% 4% 8% 9% 7% 7%
VIK 11% 1% 5% 4% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1%
ELK 13% 8% 5% 13% 12% 12% 4% 20% 15% 12%
TIM 7% 5% 16% 23% 18% 3% 9% 3% 2% 1%
SAN 3% 12% 1% 12% 16% 4% 8% 13% 11% 9%
GLI 9% 9% 3% 2% 5% 4% 2% 2% 3% 3%
Mean 16% 12% 13% 13%x 11% 9% 7% 8% 6% 6%
Min 3% 1% 1% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Max 40% 39% 36% 35% 23% 20%6 21% 21% 17% 17%
Std Dev 12% 11% 11%6 9% 7% 7% 6% 7% 6% 5%
Linear Reeression (Monthly)
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK --- 0% 11% 5% 9% 5% 17% 17% 4% 5%
LOG 7% 13% 9% 37% 43% 37% 37% 21% 12% 6%
MEI 16% 36% 25% 31% 4% 9% 2% 2% 1% 2%
MIP --- --- 20% 22% 20% 13% 8% 11% 7% 5%
MMF 26% 6% 10% 1% 4% 14% 21% 17% 19% 17%
SYW --- --- 9% 7% 22% 19% 10% 4% 7% 10%
WGR --- 24% 9% 17% 14% 9% 2% 2% 3% 4%
BAC --- 36% 24% 7% 10% 12% 6% 11% 2% 12%
THI --- 11% 19% 16% 28% 20% 13% 6% 4% 0%
ALR 12% 4% 4% 13% 7% 4% 1% 5% 8% 8%
MEH 30% 3% 16% 22% 16% 14% 7% 5% 8% 6%
HOW 6% 29% 44% 7% 0% 2% 2% 6% 1% 9%
NOD 7% 29% 32% 13% 17% 17% 4% 20% 12% 9%
BAL 34% 28% 74% 2% 6% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4%
INN 22% 21% 13% 7% 0% 2% 3% 5% 3% 3%
GHO 23% 87% 74% 20% 13% 13% 12% 4% 4% 8%
HAR 20% 11% 3% 11% 4% 5% 8% 8% 7% 6%
MED --- 21% 3% 8% 6% 5% 9% 9% 7% 7%
VIK 21% 27% 39% 1 % 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%
ELK 3% 95% 97% 25% 9% 11% 6% 30% 24% 18%
TIM 24% 18% 21% 10% 22% 2% 12% 4% 3% 0%
SAN 6% 90% 9% 22% 15% 3% 9% 14% 10% 8%
GLI --- 22% 44% 9% 11% 7% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Mean 17% 29% 26% 13% 12% 10% 9% 9% 7% 7%
Min 3% 3% 3% 1% 0% 1% 1% 2% 1% 0%
Max 34% 95% 97% 31% 28% 20% 21% 30% 24% 18%
Std Dev 11% 31% 29% 8% 9% 6% 6% 8% 7% 5%
Polynomial Regression
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 117% 61% 53% 12% 17% 16% 1 % 6% 1 % 3%
LOG 25% 19% 10% 16% 3% 3% 3% 3% 10% 7%
MEl 73% 111% 89% 55% 27% 6% 22% 6% 16% 9%
MIP 16% 30% 27% 39% 33% 25% 19% 13% 11% 10%
MMF 19% 1% 2% 22% 20% 2% 6% 4% 6% 2%
SYW 37% 12% 1% 5% 4% 4% 5% 5% 2% 1%
WGR 12% 2% 0% 24% 8% 5% 7% 15% 9% 7%
BAG 29% 22% 14% 15% 24% 10% 12% 14% 1% 13%
THI 56% 29% 36% 4% 17% 26% 3% 5% 2% 2%
ALR 22% 10% 17% 28% 10% 3% 4% 7% 6% 1%
MEH 9% 14% 6% 13% 1% 11% 0% 5% 8% 11%
HOW 49% 48% 40% 40% 21% 10% 12% 8% 3% 7%
NOD 20% 60% 54% 40% 28% 18% 2% 17% 7% 8%
BAL 11% 14% 20% 24% 7% 1% 5% 2% 4% 1%
INN 41% 54% 32% 23% 4% 2% 11% 3% 8% 2%
GHO 45% 39% 33% 38% 25% 16% 17% 6% 9% 5%
HAIR 9% 12% 24% 26% 2% 8% 7% 4% 6% 2%
MVED 8% 5% 16% 33% 15% 4% 14% 1% 5% 0%
VIK 42% 30% 25% 31% 17% 6% 8% 0% 4% 1%
ELK 25% 46% 36% 47% 27% 18% 16% 11% 5% 7%
TIM 30% 23% 18% 25% 13% 1% 3% 3% 2% 2%
SAN 12% 66% 45% 34% 18% 12% 8% 3% 1% 3%
GLI 7% 35% 53% 26% 2% 3% 7% 4% 3% 2%
Mean 31% 32% 28% 27% 15% 9% 8% 6% 6% 5%
Min 7% 1% 0% 4% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0%
Max 73% 111% 89% 55% 33% 26% 22% 17% 16% 13%
Std Dev 18% 26% 21% 13% 10% 8% 6% 5% 4% 4%
Logarithmic Regression
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 99% 99% 98% 79% 79% 86% 86% 79% 85% 86%
LOG 44% 50% 38% 35% 25% 19% 0% 3% 10% 7%
MEI 37% 69% 47% 22% 62% 62% 69% 67% 70% 70%
MIP 5% 33% 36% 47% 66% 29% 22% 14% 13% 14%
MMF 10% 6% 4% 22% 20% 4% 10% 6% 10% 4%
SYW 52% 21% 2% 9% 1% 4% 5% 5% 2% 4%
WGR 48% 76% 55% 16% 2% 20% 15% 23% 17% 19%
BAG 58% 56% 48% 93% 97% 92% 96% 94% 94% 95%
THI 62% 42% 47% 21% 26% 30% 14% 11% 4% 4%
ALR 50% 54% 56% 59% 44% 44% 50% 44% 45% 42%
MEH 88% 73% 74% 53% 45% 50% 30% 29% 31% 29%
HOW 61% 58% 4% 0% 5% 2% 2% 7% 6% 3%
NOD 8% 11% 14% 4% 7% 2% 12% 29% 22% 21%
BAL 0% 25% 28% 44% 28% 34% 36% 37% 39% 41%
INN 11% 2% 12% 8% 17% 18% 18% 17% 16% 23%
CHO 65% 15% 4% 10% 15% 1% 3% 10% 10% 21%
HAR 63% 46% 49% 69% 42% 43% 45% 44% 46% 45%
MED 96% 94% 90% 82% 80% 78% 82% 82% 81% 82%
VIK 57% 87% 89% 94% 89% 87% 85% 82/ 46% 42%
ELK 63% 65% 63% 59% 45% 43% 51% 63% 62% 65%
TIM 24% 48% 46% 81% 78% 80% 73% 70% 25% 38%
SAN 89% 98% 99% 59% 38% 95% 94% 92% 91% 91%
GLI 10% 52% 42% 9% 16% 16% 15% 16% 12% 14%
Mean 48% 51% 45% 42% 40% 41% 40% 40% 36% 37%
Min 0% 2% 2% 0% 1% 1% 0% 3% 2% 3%
Max 96% 98% 99% 94% 97% 95% 96% 94% 94% 95%
Std Dev 32% 31% 32% 33% 32% 33% 33% 32% 31% 30%
Power Regression
_________Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 111% 52% 46% 4% 9% 7% 6% 1% 6% 4%
LOC 32% 25% 16% 22% 7% 7% 13% 13% 19% 16%
MEI 68%/ 102% 80% 46% 17% 2% 14% 2% 8% 2%
MIP 25% 36% 36% 47% 42% 35% 30% 27% 27% 29%
MMF 14% 2% 6% 24% 24% 8% 11% 10% 11% 8%
SYW 34% 18% 2% 9% 1% .1% 12% 9% 9% 2%
WGR 17% 8% 11% 8% 6% 17% 19% 26% 21% 19%
BAG 31% 25% 18% 9% 19% 5% 8% 9% 3% 16%
THI 58%/ 32% 40%/ 10% 25% 31%/ 11% 12%/ 6% 6%
ALR 24% 6% 12% 21% 5% 7% 0% 10% 1% 3%
MEH 7% 10% 10% 7% 4% 16% 7% 12% 14% 18%
HOW 46% 44% 35% 35% 17% 6% 2% 1 % 5% 14%
NOD 17% 55% 49% 33% 22% 13% 2% 20% 11% 12%
BAL 9% 10% 16% 20% 3% 5% 0% 6% 0% 5%
INN 28% 43% 24% 16% 9% 3% 6% 2% 2% 7%
CHO 40% 33% 27% 32% 18% 11% 11% 1 % 5% 10%
HAIR 7% 8% 19% 22% 1 % 11% 3% 7% 2% 6%
MED 2% 1% 8% 24% 7% 3% 6% 5% 3% 7%
VIK 38% 26% 20% 26% 13% 2% 3% 5% 1% 6%
ELK 21% 42% 33% 42% 22% 13% 11% 15% 9% 11%
TIM 25% 18% 13% 19% 8% 3% 2% 8% 5% 8%
SAN 9% 62% 41% 30% 13% 9% 4% 6% 4% 7%
CLI 15% 23% 42% 17% 8% 4% 1 % 10% 4% 8%
Mean 29% 30% 26% 23% 13% 10% 8% 9% 8% 10%
Min 2% 1% 2% 7% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 2%
Max 68% 102% 80% 47% 42% 35% 30% 27% 27% 29%
Std Dev 17% 24% 18% 12% 12% 10% 9% 8% 8% 7%
Multiple Regression Analysis
Time Period (Years)_______
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 12% 4% 7% 4% 1% 6% 13% 13% 12% 12%
LOG 16% 12% 0% 9% 28% 23% 20% 16% 8% 6%
MEI 17% 19% 23% 38% 19% 10% 6% 1% 3% 1%
MIP 38% 44% 31% 29% 21% 11% 12% 16% 11% 10%
M MF 6% 1 % 4% 14% 1 % 7% 15% 10% 11% 10%
SYW 36% 2% 12% 9% 21% 17% 7% 5% 7% 8%
W GR 4% 7% 1 % 13% 12% 5% 3% 1 % 0% 2%
BAG 1% 8% 16% 13% 20% 19% 9% 13% 1% 11%
THI 29% 26% 38% 25% 31% 22% 10% 5% 1% 1%
ALR 25% 6% 7% 11% 2% 1 % 1 % 4% 6% 7%
MEH 10% 21% 26% 10% 13% 13% 6% 6% 9% 8%
HOW 11% 5% 4% 6% 2% 4% 4% 9% 0% 8%
NOD 9% 10% 7% 7% 8% 10% 7% 23% 17% 14%
BAL 5% 5% 3% 2% 3% 4% 1% 1% 1% 0%
INN 24% 13% 10% 3% 2% 2% 0% 2% 2% 5%
CHO 8% 6% 2% 12% 11% 13% 13% 5% 4% 9%
HAR 11% 15% 6% 6% 1% 0% 2% 2% 1% 1%
MVED 19% 11% 15% 11% 6% 6% 7% 6% 6% 7%
VIK 3% 1% 1% 5% 7% 9% 10% 7% 6% 6%
ELK 4% 8% 2% 16% 12% 11% 2% 22% 17% 14%
TIM 2% 4% 6% 6% 1% 1% 1% 3% 6% 4%
SAN 6% 11% 7% 9% 10% 2% 5% 10% 8% 7%
CLI 19% 10% 8% 0% 5% 4% 1% 2% 4% 5%
Mean 14% 11% 10% 11% 10% 9% 7% 8% 6% 7%
Min 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%
Max 38% 44% 38% 38% 31% 22% 15% 23% 17% 14%
Std Dev 12% 12% 11% 9% 9% 7% 5% 7% 5% 4%
Stepwise Regression
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 14% 1% 4% 6% 10% 4% 2% 15% 4% 5%
LOG 13% 6% 15% 18% 34% 28% 25% 18% 9% 9%
MEl 33% 25% 36% 33% 12% 9% 5% 3% 4% 3%
MIP 39% 39% 27% 35% 16% 17% 13% 13% 8% 5%
MMF 6% 1% 19% 7% 1 % 17% 21% 17% 17% 17%
SYW 22% 5% 7% 7% 16% 16% 7% 4% 4% 7%
WGR 5% 6% 4% 18% 13% 4% 4% 0% 1% 2%
BAG 12% 8% 17% 28% 14% 13% 6% 12% 1% 11%
THI 40% 26% 33% 16% 23% 20% 9% 4% 0% 2%
ALR 24% 1% 3% 10% 0% 0% 3% 1 % 4% 5%
MEH 24% 20% 34% 16% 15% 15% 8% 6% 10% 9%
HOW 10% 15% 7% 8% 2% 3% 3% 6% 1% 99%
NOD 19% 18% 17% 15% 17% 16% 4% 21% 13% 10%
BAL 8% 9% 5% 5% 1% 2% 3% 1% 3% 4%
INN 28% 17% 9% 4% 3% 4% 1% 5% 4% 3%
GHO 6% 7% 1% 8% 10% 11% 11% 3% 3% 10%
HAIR 12% 15% 9% 11% 3% 4% 8% 8% 7% 6%
MVED 11% 10% 15% 11% 7% 4% 8% 9% 7% 7%
VIK 11% 1% 5% 4% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1%
ELK 13% 8% 5% 13% 12% 12% 4% 20% 15% 12%
TIM 7% 5% 16% 23% 18% 3% 9% 3% 2% 1%
SAN 3% 12% 1% 12% 16% 4% 8% 13% 11% 9%
GLI 9% 9% 3% 2% 5% 4% 2% 2% 3% 3%
Mean 16% 12% 13% 13% 11% 9% 7% 8% 6% 6%
Min 3% 1% 1% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Max 40% 39% 36% 35% 23% 20% 21% 21% 17% 17%
Std Dev 12% 11% 11% 9% 7% 7% 6% 7% 6% 5%
Variance Ratio
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25. 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 7% 4% 0% 6% 10% 3% 4% 17% 4% 6%
LOC 7% 12% 18% 25% 40% 34% 31% 25% 15% 12%
MEI 25% 14% 20% 31% 10% 10% 3% 3% 2% 3%
MIP 47% 42% 27% 33% 4% 13% 8% 13% 5% 2%
MMF 10% 1% 23% 12% 5% 21% 26% 21% 23% 21%
SYW 16% 5% 7% 10% 19% 19% 10% 7% 7% 10%
WGR 4% 8% 6% 15% 15% 9% 9% 5% 5% 5%
BAG 17% 13% 24% 10% 13% 14% 5% 12% 1% 11%
THI 33% 26% 32% 17% 25% 19% 9% 4% 1% 2%
ALR 24% 2% 4% 14% 1% 0% 4% 2% 4% 5%
MEH 27% 26% 38% 24% 19% 16% 10% 7% 11% 8%
HOW 5% 9% 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 6% 2% 10%
NOD 19% 14% 13% 10% 15% 16% 5% 21% 14% 10%
BAL 9% 11% 8% 9% 2% 2% 3% 3% 4% 4%
INN 25% 11% 5% 1% 4% 4% 2% 5% 3% 3%
GHO 17% 14% 7% 3% 8% 10% 9% 3% 2% 10%
HAR 14% 18% 13% 15%/ 3% 4% 9% 8% 8% 6%/
MED 14% 12% 21% 20% 11% 6% 13% 11%/c 9% 9%
VIK 6% 6% 10% 10% 4% 0% 1% 1% 0% 2%
ELK 12% 6% 3% 9% 10% 11% 3% 21% 17% 13%
TIM 3% 9% 16% 22% 18% 4% 10% 3% 1% 0%
SAN 4% 6% 5% 8% 16% 6% 11% 15% 12% 10%
CLI 10% 23% 14% 3% 6% 4% 1% 3% 3% 4%
Mean 15% 13% 14% 13% 11% 10% 8% 9% 7% 7%
Min 3% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0%
Max 47% 42% 38% 33% 25% 21% 26% 21% 23% 21%
Std Dev 13% 11% 11% 9% 8% 7% 7% 7% 7% 6%
Weibull Scale
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 27% 30% 30% 27% 27% 31% 32% 38% 31% 31%
LOC 25% 12% 9% 3% 6% 0% 10% 13% 13% 13%
MEl 15% 27% 26% 23% 30% 32% 32% 33% 33% 33%
MIP 48% 39% 35% 39% 23% 38% 42% 47% 45% 45%
M MF 13% 21% 68% 54% 41% 45% 55% 46% 55% 46%
SYW 80% 86% 59% 101% 98% 92% 95% 92% 86% 77%
WGR 65% 58% 55% 40% 39% 45% 42% 44% 44% 45%
BAG 35% 39% 31% 33% 31% 28% 32% 21% 29% 29%
TH I 52% 52%/ 53% 49% 48% 45% 46% 43% 43% 42%
ALR 54% 49% 50% 50% 44% 42% 45% 41% 41% 40%
M EH 49% 49% 49% 41% 39% 37% 37% 35% 34% 32%
HOW 30% 27% 37% 37% 33% 29% 34% 28% 29% 27%
NOD 32% 37% 35% 33% 28% 27% 28% 29% 29% 28%
BAL 34% 36% 35% 38% 30% 34% 36% 35% 37% 37%
INN 31% 37% 38% 36% 29% 31% 34% 32% 33% 33%
CHO 52% 49% 45% 40% 33% 32% 33% 33% 34% 34%
HAR 47% 48% 50% 50% 44% 43% 46% 45% 46% 45%
MED 53% 52% 55% 56% 51% 47% 46% 44% 44% 43%
VIK 37% 39% 40% 41% 37% 35% 37% 33% 32% 32%
ELK 32% 35% 33% 32% 29% 28% 29% 29% 30% 30%
TIM 41% 45% 2% 1 % 0% 36% 17% 25% 29% 31%
SAN 37% 37% 41% 36% 26% 38% 36% 35% 35% 34%
CLI 47% 59% 54% 46% 38% 39% 40% 38% 39% 38%
Mean 41% 42% 40% 39% 35% 37% 38% 37% 38% 37%
Min 13% 12% 2% 1% 0% 0% 10% 13% 13% 13%
Max 80% 86% 68% 101% 98% 92% 95% 92% B6% 77%
Std Bev 17% 17% 17% 23% 23% 19% 19% 19% 17% 14%
Markov Chain
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 77% 73% 77% 83% 84% 87% 85% 78% 77% 74%
LOG 40% 53% 65% 87% 96% 87% 87% 81% 68% 68%
MEI 1% 1% 4% 15% 18% 23% 16% 18% 16% 17%
MIP 16% 13% 9% 7% 15% 21% 35% 38% 42% 46%
MMF 19% 23% 25% 32% 32% 37% 41% 39% 39% 37%
SYW 59% 25% 49% 71% 80% 77% 65% 68% 65% 71%
WGR 67% 81% 68% 60% 70% 69% 66% 65% 66% 66%
BAG 0% 4% 8% 15% 13% 9% 6% 7% 5% 14%
THI 36% 29% 16% 30% 17% 24% 33% 37% 38% 41%
ALR 3% 18% 19% 6% 14% 11% 9% 12% 12% 12%
MEH 0% 2% 20% 16% 8% 1% 2% 5% 1% 1%
HOW 46% 44% 44% 48% 44% 51% 59% 59% 46% 33%
NOD 23% 18% 15% 9% 11% 15% 5% 20% 15% 10%
BAL 60% 59% 66% 72% 75% 79% 79% 81% 77% 78%
INN 99% 84% 76% 64% 67% 68% 67% 72% 69% 59%
CHO 6% 2% 1% 0% 1% 5% 6% 0% 1% 13%
HAR 22% 22% 340/ 30% 39% 38% 33% 35% 35% 37%
MED 15% 13% 13% 13% 11% 10% 11% 8% 7% 7%
VIK 16% 15% 15% 15% 13% 9% 9% 12% 13% 12%
ELK 44% 32% 28% 30% 33% 38% 26% 3% 3% 9%
TIM 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 6% 41%/ 4% 2% 4%
SAN 19% 19% 18% 16% 17% 16% 6% 2% 5% 7%
CLI 20% 26% 24% 21% 26% 23% 17% 20% 20% 22%
Mean 30% 29% 30% 32% 34% 35% 33% 33% 31% 32%
Min 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 2% 0% 1% 1%
Max 99% 84% 76% 72% 80% 79% 79% 81% 77% 78%
Std Bev 29% 26% 24% 24%A 27% 27% 27% 28% 27% 26%
Ratio Method
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 7% 0% 0% 6% 10% 3% 2% 16% 4% 5%
LOG 3% 28% 31% 43% 59% 46% 40% 31% 21% 15%
MEI 16% 3% 9% 27% 10% 10% 3% 3% 2% 2%
MIP 57% 47% 29% 30% 14% 10% 7% 13% 5% 1%
MMF 20% 1% 45% 37% 21% 39% 54% 41% 48% 39%
SYW 4% 5% 10% 25% 34% 31% 22% 19% 16% 16%
WGR 21% 7% 6% 13% 17% 11% 13% 11% 9% 9%
BAC 26% 20% 32% 9% 12% 14% 4% 12% 1% 11%
THI 11% 25% 31% 21% 27% 16% 12% 4% 2% 2%
ALR 24% 3% 8% 20% 3% 1% 6% 5% 4% 6%
MEH 32% 38% 49% 36% 27% 18% 14% 8% 12% 7%
HOW 9% 4% 19% 17% 14% 3% 3% 5% 5% 11%
NOD 18% 3% 2% 1% 9% 14% 8% 23% 17% 11%
BAL 20% 21% 19% 20% 7% 3% 7% 3% 7% 5%
INN 22% 2% 1% 5% 7% 5% 1% 6% 2% 4%
GHO 29% 26% 18% 10% 1% 8% 6% 1% 1% 12%
HAR 19% 25% 21% 21% 5% 2% 12% 9% 10% 7%
MED 14% 13% 24% 27% 16% 8% 18% 14% 12% 11%
VIK 3% 14% 15% 15% 8% 1% 2% 1% 0% 2%
ELK 7% 9% 9% 3% 4% 9% 2% 25% 20% 15%
TIM 7% 19% 15% 17% 21% 5% 14% 6% 0% 1%
SAN 8% 5% 12% 0% 15% 10% 15% 17% 15% 12%
CLI 11% 25% 20% 9% 9% 5% 1% 5% 3% 5%
Mean 17% 15% 18% 18% 15% 12% 12% 12% 9% 9%
Min 3% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1%
Max 57% 47% 49% 37% 34% 39% 54% 41% 48% 39%
Std Dev 15% 14% 14% 12% 10% 11% 14% 11% 13% 10%
Artificial Neural Network (MLP)
Time Period (Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 9% 2% 7% 5% 12% 5% 5% 16% 4% 6%
LOC 25% 3% 3% 21% 31% 21% 25% 18% 12% 12%
MEI 39% 18% 23% 30% 13% 9% 3% 8% 2% 1%
MIP 16% 36% 36% 35% 17% 20% 7% 10% 8% 4%
MMF 6% 4% 16% 10% 2% 16% 25% 21% 21% 21%
SYW 16% 15% 7% 10% 19% 10% 7% 7% 4% 10%
WGR 27% 16% 6% 15% 16% 1% 7% 5% 3% 3%
BAC 21% 5% 3% 16% 10% 12% 1% 9% 3% 11%
THI 36% 27% 27% 14% 20% 23% 10% 4% 4% 2%
ALR 35% 6% 0% 14% 4% 1% 3% 1% 5% 7%
MEH 25% 25% 35% 19% 11% 18% 10% 7% 10% 7%
HOW 9% 9% 10% 20% 2% 2% 1% 4% 3% 11%
NOD 22% 19% 22% 17% 15% 16% 7% 22% 16%/ 7%
BAL 9% 13% 5% 8% 4% 4% 3% 4% 6% 6%
INN 32% 16% 5% 1% 2% 2% 2% 6% 2% 0%
CHO 4% 3% 7% 3% 12% 10% 12% 4% 1% 11%
HAR 14% 20% 9% 11% 4% 4% 11% 9% 13% 8%
MED 2% 14% 13% 17% 9% 5% 9% 11% 10% 1%
VIK 10% 1% 5% 9% 2% 4% 2% 2% 0% 2%
ELK 15% 13% 9% 13% 12% 14% 5% 20% 16% 12%
TIM 9% 8% 18% 21% 17% 5% 13% 1% 0% 0%
SAN 5% 12% 4% 10% 17% 6% 20% 16% 13% 10%
CLI 63% 6% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 3% 2% 3%
Mean 19% 13% 12% 14% 11% 9% 8% 9% 7% 7%
Min 2% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%
Max 63% 36% 36% 35% 20% 23% 25% 22% 21% 21%
Std Dev 17% 10% 11% 9% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 6%
Artificial Neural Network (RBF1
lime Period(Years)
Target 0.08 0.17 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
BRK 41% 1% 5% 4% 6% 0% 5% 23% 5% 7%
LOG 63% 44% 41% 35% 28% 32% 28% 32% 35% 35%
MEI 42% 40% 36% 35% 10% 8% 1% 0% 1% 1%
MIP 56% 22% 16% 39% 20% 25% 20% 14% 11% 11%
MMF 28% 19% 2% 6% 8% 17% 23% 19% 21% 19%
SYW 49% 12% 1% 10% 22% 22% 13% 10% 13% 16%
WGR 15% 10% 3% 11% 7% 2% 1% 2% 2% 0%
BAG 41% 16% 3% 8% 14% 12% 3% 11% 3% 13%
THI 57% 48% 46% 33% 39% 38% 30% 28% 29% 27%
ALR 32% 1% 8% 8% 21% 22% 20% 27% 31% 33%
MEH 26% 24% 37% 15% 17% 15% 11% 8% 12% 9%
HOW 4% 4% 19% 14% 2% 4% 3% 7% 2% 8%
NOD 8% 34% 37% 40% 42% 44% 19% 2% 6% 12%
BAL 22% 10% 11% 9% 4% 11% 12% 10% 10% 10%
INN 51% 18% 7% 3% 1% 2% 0% 3% 1% 3%
CHO 14% 1% 1% 14% 13% 12% 13% 4% 3% 9%
HAR 31% 20% 9% 6% 2% 3% 10% 9% 10% 6%
MED 41% 26% 19% 13% 8% 4% 9% 9% 10% 10%
VIK 18% 21% 21% 19% 31% 35% 34% 33% 31% 34%
ELK 13% 9% 5% 9% 9% 10% 3% 21% 17% 13%
TIM 10% 5% 13% 25% 19% 15% 9% 2% 1% 4%
SAN 26% 5% 2% 10% 16% 5% 11% 15% 13% 11%
CLI 21% 28% 52% 46% 40% 47% 40% 45% 44% 47%
Mean 31% 18% 17% 18% 17% 17% 14% 14% 13% 15%
Min 4% 1% 1% 3% 1% 2% 0% 0% 1% 0%
Max 57% 48% 52% 46% 42% 47% 40% 45% 44% 47%
Std Dev 17% 13% 17% 14% 14% 15% 12% 13% 13% 13%
